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Chapter I:

An Introduction to the Questi on of Oral Tradition

Since the publication of H.S. Nyberg's Studien zum Hoseabuche 1
in 1935 and I. Engnell's Gamla Testa mentet 2 ten years later there
has been a vast, almost overwhelming amo unt of di s c ussion reg arding
the nature of the transmission of Old Testament material.

Against

the background o f the entire traditio-historical method of Biblical
study, the so-called Uppsala school (or as D.A. Knight prefers to
call it, the Up nsal a circle 3 ) oroffered the positi on that claims the
predominance of an oral process in the transmission of traditional
mat erial throughout the history of Israel until the time of the Exile.
According to this view, it was the national crisis of the Exile that
impelled Israel to commit her traditions to writing in order to
preserve them from loss and so to preserve her i dentity.

The resulting

collection of traditions forms the bulk of what is known as the
Old Testament.

As Nyberg himself stated, "Das schriftliche AT ist

"
"
eine Schopfung
der judischen
Gemeinde nach dem Exil; was dem
vorausging, war sicher nur zum kleineren Teil schriftlich fixiert." 4
Although Nyberg, Engnell, and the others of the Up psale circle were
not the first to suggest the importance of an oral process in the

1
2

0

H.S. Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche, UU A, Up osala, 1935.
I. Engnell, Gamla Testamentet, Stockholm, 1945.

3

D.A. Kni ght, Rediscovering the Traditi on s of Israel, SBL
Dissertation Series, 9, Scholars Press, Missoula, 1973.
4

Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche, p. 8.
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development and preservation of the traditions of the OT, it was
their somewhat extreme position which cle ared the way and provided
the jumping off place for a flood of studies arguing the question
of how much of the OT
tradition.

WdS

and how much was not an outgrowth of oral

Subsequent scholarshi p has for the most pa rt almost

universally acce pted the idea that oral tr 2d ition played an important
role in the development of OT material; the disagree men t has been
pri marily over the exact nature and extent of such a process.

5

E. Nielsen 6 ar gues that the modern world is so steeped in
written traditions that it is not aware of the deoth and sophistication
of a truly oral situati on.

Like En gnell, Nielsen criticizes scholars

for imposing their own cultural orientati on on ancient texts.

The

criticism is certainly va lid and one every scholar wo uld do well to
keep in mind just as a matter of course.

But it also is indic a tive

of the fact that the Uppsala scholars were motivated to a great
extent by their reaction to the school of literary criticism in
Biblical studies.

While the Uppsala circle raised and debated the

possibility of oral tradition and br o ught to be ar a great deal of

text study and comparative material, 7 it was in many ways a reaction
against the literary school without a det ailed ex position of what

5

a

broad ou tl ine of t his discussi on will follow in Ch a pt. II.

6

E. Nielsen, Or a l Tradition, Studies in Biblical Theology No. 11,
SCM Press, London, 1961. This is per ha ps the best single introduction
to the Uppsala oosition.
7

for a detailed survey of the Uppsala discussio n see Knight,
Rediscovering the Traditio ns of Israel, It should be noted that the
so-called Uppsala circle does not represent a unified position;
there is much difference of opinion among those associ a ted with the
Uppsala group. To refer to them as a group is merely a common and
expedient, if not always totally accurate, convenience.
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is precisely involved in an oral process.

It remained for studies

in the fields of folklore, anthro pology, and co mp arative literature
to identify and describe the technical intricasies of the oral
process which then could be applied to OT research.
The study of liter a ture and tradition and folklore from cultures
and civ i lizations in their various historical occurrences throughout
t he world ha s revealed a great deal concerning the processes by
which traditi onal material is composed, col l ected, maintained, end
transmitted. 8

The results of such studies seem to indicate a certain

commonality of phenomena in the earliest studiable stages of the
devel opment of traditio nal material everywhere.

As Scholes and

Kellogg • • int out in their important study, The Nature of Narrative,
"Wri t ten narrative literature tends to make its apo e arance throughout
t he Wester n world under similar conditi ons.

It emerges from an oral

tr adit i cn , ma intaininq mr. ny of the ch 2ra c teristics of oral narrative
f or so me time." 9

Such, too, is the conclusi on of the Chadwicks

in t neir t hree volume work The Growth of Literature. 1O

Bath Scholes-

Kello gg and the Chadwicks, although it is not their main area of
concern or expertise, see OT material also showing evidence of
flowing from an earlier or a l traditional stage.

As noted above,

the ma j ority of OT schol arship tends ta agree.
It is not en ouq h, ho wever, to say that e 2rly written literature
ofte n had its roots in oral tr ad iti on.

8

The nature of that oral

see Chapt. II for a survey of pertinent studies.

9

R. Sc ho les and R. Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1966, reorint 1975, PP• 11-12.
lO H.M. and N.K. Chadwick, The Growth of Literature,
Cambridge, 1936.
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tradition and th e pr ocesses by which it wa s produced and mai ntained
also must be investi ga te d an d defined if the or a l st a ge is to be
useful in understandin g a given culture's traditional material.
This is indeed a problem that has pla g ued Biblic2l 3cholarship
throughout its discussion, the lack of a cle arly defined concept
or understa nd in g of or a l traditian. 11
If biblical scholars are going to use the term "oral" and
s oeak about what hap ~ens or does not happen in oral tradition,
then it wo uld be best ta have as accur a te an idea as possible
of what these ter ms c an refer ta. The most fr uitful approach
appears ta be the development of a workin g definition or
description based on what folklorists, anthropologists, and
other students of or a l liter a ture have di scussed through
c aref ul work in the field about wh a t hap 7ens with different
kinds of or ~l literat ure from poetry ta prose, from
genealog y to proverb. 12
Again OT research is indebted to the com par a tive literature sc holars
for do i ng much of the s padework.
First it must be ma de plain th a t ta speak of "oral literature" 13
is not ta speak of a orimitive literar y form.

As Culley points

out, it is not to be viewed as snmehaw inferior, nor should it be
thou ght of as merely bits and pieces of poetr y or songs or legends

11

R. Culley, " An Approach to the Problem of Oral Tradition,"
~ ' 13 (1963) PP• 113-123.

12 R. Culley, "Oral Tra dition and the OT: So me Recent Discussion,"
Semeia, 5 (1976) po . 20-21.
13
as Sc holes-Ke ll ogg correctly poi nt out, "I n th e s t rict
etymological sense of t he word, liter a ture do e s not occur without
writing." ( Nat ure of Narr at i ve, p. 17). Per ha ps one wo uld do well
to Bdopt Bascom's term " Verb a l Art." ( W.R. Bascom, " Verbal Art,"
JAF, 68 (1955) pp. 245-252). But although tec hnical l y incorrect,
the term "oral literature" will be used in t his ~udy as it does
have a general ac c e ptance and usage, and its meanin g is quite
clear.
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6

or general minstrel y.

14

Rather it has been shown

15 to embrace many

genres of literature and often to · be of a highly developed and
sophisticated nature.

Oral literature is simply literature that

comes fro m an oral culture withouL the use of writing (either
bec a use of t he lack of a system of writing, or because an available
writing system is intenti onal l y not employed).

Again as Scholes-

Kellogg note, oral and written are two distinct forms, not distinct
cultures.

They do not necessarily imply a distinction between primitive

. . 1 1ze.
·
d 16
an d c1v1

To draw any such distinction would be to fall into

the trap stressed by Engnell and Nielsen (see above) of imposing
modern cultural standards on ancient cultural phenomena.
Or a l transmission of literature shows itself to be of two
t ypes--fixed and unfixed. 17

The first is as its na~e indicates,
)

a fixed, invariable text that is committed to memory and subsequently
recited verb ~tim with no variation permissable.

The traditional

use of the ~1u slim Qur' an, the Hindu Vedas, the Talmud are examples
of the im portance of a memorized, fixed tradition.

While in each

of these cases there does exist a written text available to insure
against error or change, the possibility remains that fixed traditions
could survive without written texts, the process of transmission being
by strict memorization.

14

Culley, "An Approach ••• Oral Tradition," p. 118.

15 aqain the reader is referred to Chapt.II for reference
to pertinent studies.
16

17

Scholes-Kellogg, The Nature of Nar r ative, p. 17.

the reader's attenti on is again directed to the important
article of Culley, "An Aporoach ••• Oral Tradition."

-6~4r

On the other hand, the unfixed type is likewise p-s its name
indicates.

The material is not fixed in a verbatim farm but exists

onl y in o utline fashion.

The transmission or recital of the piece is

accomplis hed essentially by a process of re-composition.

The

narrator re-composes, re-tells the story each time by improvising
it anew ac cording ta well esta ~lished formulae and patterns.

By

drawin q an standard conventions of language (vocabulary and syntax),
traditional oh rases, stack scenes and descriptions, the story teller
or minstrel c ~n in essence re-create or re-compose a story or song
or epic or legend with each telling.

This process was first detailed

by the well known work of M. Parry and A.8. Lord 18 in Serbocroatian
fol klore studies and in the field of Homeric studies and has been
most comorehensivelv adapted for ap plicati on to Biblical texts by

R. Culley.

19

As briefly summ a rized by Culley, "These oral poets

ha ve n , t committed to memory fixed texts of traditional poems; rather
t hey have le a rned how to perform these poems by co mposing them a gain
in each performance."

20

"The oral poet is both a preserver of tradition

and a creative artist." 21
Oral literature, then, is, as summarized by 8.0. Long, that
which comes into existence without writing and exists only in the
act of performance.

18

It may be either recitation of memorized

see bibliogra nhy far chief sources.
Lord, The Singer of Tales, Cambridge,1960.

Cf. especially A.8.

19

R. Culley, Orel Formulaic Language in the Biblical Psalms,
University of Toronto Press, 1967.
20

21

Culley, Oral Formulaic ••• Biblical Psalms, p. 6.
Culley, Oral Formulaic ••• Biblical Psalms, p. 9.
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material or the spontaneous creation (or re-creation) of traditio nal
stories or any comgination thereof. 22
It is generall y conceded, however, that it is the unfixed ty pe
of transmission that is overwhelmingly the rule.

"While unchanged

repetiti on and multi plicati on of the authentic and unique form is
the predo min ant tendency of literature ( N.8. here literature is
used in its prooer sense of written), the revival and reshaping of
the transmitted material dominate oral tradition." 23

In their massive

work encompassing folklore and literature from al l over the globe,
the Ch a dwicks likewise conclude that improvisation and variety is
the norm of oral tradition while strict memorization is the exce ptional
form.

24

While the basic shape of an oral co mposition process is the
relatively small unit, these units could also be brought together
to for m l a rger complexes perhaps linked to ge t her by common sub j ect
material or cert a in C?. tchwor ds or other de vi ces to aid memory and
provide a transition a l link.

In later sta ges a tradition co uld become

quite a large body of fairly fixe d ma terial.

Because of the bulk

of such material, this stage would perhaps most likely stand somewhere
between a truly oral compositi onal stage and a fixe d , memorized form.
This develo pment from small units to large complexes while a
possibility in an or al traditi on is not necess arily present in

22

8.0. Long, "Recent Field Studies in Oral Literature and Their
Bearing on OT Criticism," YI., 26/2 (1976) pp . 187-198.
23

G. Drtutay, "Principles of Oral Transmission of Folk Culture,"
Acta Ethnographia, 8 (1959) p. 180.
24

Chadwicks, The Growth of Literature, Vol. III, p. 868.
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every such tradition.

25

But if one acce pts the Nyberg-Engnell

positi on, the OT repre se nts to a great ex t ent such a Qighly
developed complex of oral material.
Folklore and co mpa r 8tive liter?-ture studies have shown that t he
forces involved in and playing on the process of oral composition are
many and complex.

26

Because oral com position is a l iv ing process

requiring an arena of performance in which the performer, the audience,
the material, the familiarity of both performer and a udience ~ith the
traditional forms and the genres t ha t are ap propriate at any given
situation, and the creative forces of individuals involved all play
a part, it is difficult if not impos ~ible to recre at e such a situation
from the fixed recording of such a oerfor ma nce, i.e. from written sources.
In other words, in a culture where the oral proces s has ceased to
functi on as the transmit t er of t r a dition and one has only transcribed
written texts with which to deal, the forces playi ng on and affecting
the performances are dif fi cult if not impo ssi ble to define.
obviously represents such a s itua ti on.

There re main

The OT

only the

°f'""'-"'; c-"'4

written accounts; any fi3-l'-€--PtlftA1-n-g-oral st ag e is no lon oer directly
available for observation.

Whether one accepts the idea that such

an oral situation did exist in OT transmission to any extent or not,
it becomes neces sa ry to delineate what criteria can be used to
investigate the oos s ibilities of it as reflected by the surviving
written evidence.

25

26

Culley, "An Ap proach ••• Oral Tradition," pp. 122-3.

Cf. esoecially Ortutay, "Principles •.• Folk Culture."
also see 8.0. Long, "Recent Field Studies in Oral Literature and
the Question of Sitz im Leben," Semeia, 5 (1976) PP• 35-49.
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First there is the matter of the OT witness itself and the
witness of the history of its age as to the type of transmission of
tradition emoloyed in the world of and by the peo c le of Israel.
It needs to be investigated what evidence can be gleaned from a
careful reading of the QT and the archaeolo gy surrounding its age
that would indic a te the methods and processe s involved in the
organizati on and preservation and transmiss i on of tradition in
Israel.

Nielsen 27 offers perhaps the best single discussion in

this vein for the sup oort of an oral situation.

He does so by

attempting to show the subordinate role of writing in Israel and
by attempting to show direct evidence of oral transmission in the
OT itself.

This area of discussion will be taken up in detail in

Chapter III.
Secondly there is the possibility of studying the variations
in parallel texts.

If there are avail ab le several texts of the

same tradition recorded at different ti mes, the outline of the
development and the process of transmission mi ght be s ketched.
This techni ~ue has proven to be very usef ul in v2ri n us areas of
folklore studies, esoecially field studies in which one poet could
be recorded reciting the same tr ~d ition at different tim 8s and the
variations t hereby noted and analyzed.
most part not possible with

07

material.

However, such is for the
Only in a very few cases

are passages repeated with enough context to be compared in any
useable fashion (e.g. Ps. 18//II Sam. 22; Ps. 14//Ps. 53;

27

Nielsen, Oral Tradition.

-1 •-

Is. 2:2-4//Mic. 4:1-3; et al.).

28

Because the overwhelming

majority of OT passa ges are sin g ular, this comparison of paral l el
texts in order to inves t igate the pos s ibility of traces of their
transmission process can at best offer only sketchy evidence.
This procedure will be discussed in more detail in Chapter IV.
Final l y, comp a r a tive literature studies have also shown that
the oral composition process as it has occured in var i ous cultures
through o ut the world has manifested cert a in common structural
elements.

It was early noted by Parry-Lord 29 and acknowledged by

students of folklore and compar a tive literature in general that the
oral composer draws on a number of standard devices to facilitate
his improvised re-creati on of traditi ~nal material.

The elements

that ap~e a r to be common in all manifestations of oral co mposition
are formula, formulaic system, and t heme (scene and description). 30
These will be defined ? nd discus s ed in detail below in Chapter IV.
In additi ~n, because of the specific n a ture of Se mitic poetry with
its bicolon, parallelistic structure, it has been suggested that
standard word • airs may also be an element of oral co mposition, at
1 eas t

. He b rew an d Ug ~r1. t.1c. 31
1n

This will also be discussed in

28

for treatment of parallel passages in light of possible oral
variants, see H. Ring gren, "Oral and Written Transmission in the Old
Testament," ST, 3 (1949) po . 34-59. Also see R. Culley, St udies
in the S t ructure of Hebrew Narr a tive, Fortre s s Press, Philadelphia,
1976.
29

Cf. note 18 above.

30

for the best descri otion of these phenomena especially in
rel a tion to Biblicalstudies see the introductor y chapters in
Culley, Oral Formulaic ••• Biblical Psalms.

31

so Gevirtz, Yoder, Whallon.

see bibliography.
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Chapter IV.

Again the assumption is that an oral poet has at his

disposal a stock pile, as it were, of standard, familiar, traditional,
well known formulae, formulaic systems, themes, word pairs on which
he may draw to f8cilitate and expedite his improvised re-telling
of a tr aditional story or indeed his creation of a new one.

While

these criteria are most reco gnizable in oral poetry, oral prose also
is built with standard elements, particularly the stock scene or
description or episcde. 32

The thesis from which Culley and others

work most simoly stated is that the degree to which these elements
can be identified in traditional material (e.g. OT) provides an
indicati on of the degree to which said material reflects an oral
compositional back qr o und.

"The process of oral composition leaves

its mark of a peculiar repetitive diction on literature composed
orally, allowing it to be distin ~uished in langua ge and style from
1 1. t era t ure compose d

1· n

·
'' 33
wr1· t 1ng.

Naturally it is to be assumed

that any transition to writing and subseou ent transmission by scribel
cooyists or redactors or editors may distort or dilute the distinctive
nature of the oral elements thus makin g identification more difficult.
But inspite of these difficulties, it is argued that oral background
can be shown by identifying the presence of these elements.
To quickly summarize:

following the lead of certain Uposala

centered scholars, Biblical scholarship has generally assumed that
a great portion of the OT is a product of an oral tradition.
Studies in many areas of folklore and co nparative literature have

32
33

Culley, "Oral Tradition ••• Recent Discussion."

R.B. Coote, "The Application of Oral Theory to Biblical
Hebrew Literature," Semeia, 5 (1976) p. 51.

-12-

shown in great detail the nature and workings of oral composition
as well as certain elem ents th a t appear t o be common to all oral
traditions.

Biblical scholars have applied these findings to a

study of the OT in an at t empt to support to various degrees the
original proposition of Nyberg that the OT was primarily oral
until quite late.
While the idea that a process of oral transmission existed in
some manner in Israel is for all intents and purposes universally
accepted,

there is little agreement as to its precise form or

its extent.

Even the most radical pro ponents of oral tradition are

forced to admit with Engnell, "It seems neces s ar y to point out •••
how important i t is to realize that oral tradition and transmission
in writing should not be played of f as mutually exclusive alternatives,
but be considered as methods, running alon oside and complimenting
each other."

34

(i t alics Enonell's).

The purpose of this study

will not be to at t empt to sort out all the dis cussi on s and all the
evidence in order t n co nclude to what extent t he OT is indeed reflective
of orsl or not.

An y such conclusi on s would be arbitr ary as is

indicated by the fr•ct tha t the de bate goes on.

"The application of

information abo ut oral tr adition to biblical texts must always be a
second and separate step and like all other appl i cati on s to ancient
and medieval texts wil l be controversial." 35

The questi on can

rightfully be asked whether it is possible e ver to show clearly and
definitively the nature of OT transmission.

34

Rat her the purpose

I. Engnell, "Methodological Aspects of Old Tes t ament Study,"

~ . 7 (1960) p. 23.

35

Culley, "Oral Tradition ••• Recent Discussion," p. 21.
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of t hi s study is to raise a critical challenge to the entire approach
to t he que s tion.

This cha l len ge will have a two-fold thrust.

It s hould become quic kly app a rent to an yone who begins to
work on t he question of or a l transmissi on of OT tradition that,
as ha s been indirectly indicated in the preceeding pages, there
ha ve bee n two different approaches to the discussion--that of the
Sc 5ndi navians and that of the comparative literature scholars.
Al t houg h t hese designati ons are obviously inadequate and merely
co nvenient, one should re member that Scandinavian (or Uppsalan)
re f ers t o the Nyberg-Engnell-Nielsen-et al.. approach whi l e comparative
liter a ture refers to the Parry-L8rd procedure as ada pted and applied
t o OT researc h by Culley et al.

Althou gh the first in many ways

prov i ded t he impetus for the second at least in the real m of OT
studies, t he y do reoresent dif f erent a opro a ches.

The Scandinavian

ap oroac h ha s t o do wi th a stud y of the witness of t he OT to its
own me th ods of tr ansm i ssi nn, its reference t o the use o f wr i ting
a nd i ts ava i l ab ility, as well as archaeolo gical and comparative
evidence from the world of Israel's day.

For example, the commands

in Deut. 6 t o hear a nd to say ('nne,., nyne, , 6:3;
Cl n1l11

7'll'7 cnJJeJl

,

6:7; 7Jl'7

n11lNl ,

'7N1el"

yne,

, 6:4;

6:21) may give some clue

as t c t he nature of the transmissi nn of certain t ype s of ma terial.
On the oth e r hand, the approach of t he co mp ar a tive literature people
ha s t o do wit h t he pos s ible occurrence in tra diti on al texts of the
elements of or al com oosition.
re peated phr a se ion

l11 D'9N 71N

For exa mple, does the familiar
which occurs s everal times

t hr c ughout t he Bible with minor variations re present a st andard
formula that ma y in some way reflect an oral co mpositional bac kground?
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It is these two foci that will provide the tar get of the two-fold
challenge of this study.
First, Chapter III will argue that the evidence of the OT itself
and its surrounding archaeology does nnt show either the subordination of writing in Israel or the predominance of oral transmission as Niel sen and others have argued.

The evidence may not

show the predominance of written either, but this is not the point.
It will be shown that the evidence is ambiguous at best and therefore
cannot be used to show the predomin ance of an or2l tradition in the OT.
Secondly, it will be the ourpose in Chapter IV to challenge the
criteria pro~ose~ to determine the oral nature of a text.

The point

will not be to deny that these things (formula, formulaic system,
theme, word pair, va riants in p~r a llel te~ts) are the features of an
oral tradition.

Detailed field studies in folklore and comparative

literature have shown that they indeed are the elements of oral
compositi on.

Rather it will be the purpose to s how that the presence

of these elements in a written text does not of necessity identify
it as oral in origin or backoround.
In other words, the purpose of this study is primarily a
negative one.

It is to show that the crite ri a which have been used

to argue for various manifestati ons of oral traditi on in the OT
are inade quat e criteria.

Whether or not the conclusi on s are correct

is irrelevant, they are drawn from evidence that does not directly
or conclusively supo ort them.

The implication for the oral debate

will have little to do with conclusi ons , but hoo efull y will have a
great deal to do with procedure that draws those c onclusions.
Tangentially it should be noted that the discussion of oral
tradition is not one confined solely to the OT.

Indeed OT scholarship
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has borrowed much of its methodology from the field of co mparative
literature.

While the conclusio ns of this study will be made

primarily in the context of OT studies, they may also raise some
questi ~ns for the study of oral tradition in general and in other
areas of s pecific ap olicatinn.
Finally, as was noted above, complic 2tin g th e entire discussion
is a severe lack of cl arity in terminology.

Indeed the terminology

of the discussi on is often so "fuzzy" as to preclude a clear understanding of what is being argued.

It has not often been observed

that there is a difference between composition and recitation, between
tradition and transmission, bet ui een disseminati ~n and preservati on;
and it is often uncle ar to which dimension of the process "oral
tradition" is used to refer.

There can be no doubt that there was

or a l use of tr ~ditional material either in a fixed or unfixed form
in Israel.

People did talk and did tell stories and did sing hymns

and t he like.

But what r ole this plaved in compositi ~n or dissemination

or preservati ~n of tr ?d iti on is not so clear.

And to si mply throw

a blanket t Prm "oral tradition" over the situa ti on of tra n smission of
traditional material in Israel is not adequate, indeed it is confusing.
The practice of t his stud y will be to underst and tradition as
that corpus of material (stories, son gs, legal formulations, et al.)
that is of such im portance to a comnunit y t ha t she will seek to
maintain it and to a gre a t extent define herself by it.

Transmission

is understo od as the processes by which such traditions can be made
available to the community at large and to subse que n t generations.
Dissemination is use d to refer to the transmission o f material to
contemporaries while preservati on is use d to refer to transmission
to subsequent generations.

Composition denotes the coming into
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existence of a traditi onal formulation while recitation refers to
t he or a l pro clamati on of an alrea dy com posed item.
It s hould be clear that transmission of tradition can be either
in an or a l or a written form.

The Guestion is to what extent

co mp o s iti nn , dissemination, preservation takes place as an oral process
or as a writ t en process.
t hem or from reading them?

Are traditi ons known pri mar i ly from hearing
and do the two preclude each other?

Do foll owing generati ons receive tr a ditio ns from t he lips of the
fa th ers or fro m manuscripts maintained by the fathers?
two orecl ude each other?

and do the

This study acknowledges that disseminati on

is in many i nstances an oral process and that recitation is a vital
process of tr an smiss io n and that subse quent generati ons are often
t augh t by the recitati on of t heir fathers;

but the existence of

wri t ten texts from which such recitation ma y be made, on which
disseminati on can be ba sed, in which preservati on can be assured
cannot be discounted.

Indeed the assumption that the OT represents

a predomi nantly oral transmission of tradition until quite late
will be c hal l en ged and the possibility of an equally important
written t r ansmissi ~n will be claimed.

Chapter II:

A Brief Survey of the Discussion of Oral Tradition
as Related to the Old Testament

Before proceeding to the primary discussi on of this study, it
is perhaps helpful to c nnsid e r briefly and in broad strokes an
outline of the work available and relevant to the whole question of
the pos s ibility of or a l tr adition in the OT.

A quick glance at the

biblio gra ohy will show tha t the amount of available material is
awesome.

In the words of R. Culley, "As a matter of fact, too much

·
·
h as b een wr1. tt en t o perm1. t a compre h ens1ve
ana 1 ys1s
•••• "l

The

purpose of this study is not to att empt to provide such an analysis.
Rather this chapter will simply offer an extremely brief survey of
the most important studies grouped ac c ording to these categories:
1) the Uposala Circle; 2) the Comparative liter a ture Approach;

3) Ancient Near Eastern Studies; 4) Po s t- Biblical Material:
and Christian; and 5) the OT and Or a l Tradition.

Rabbinic

The relev ance of

each are a and its apol i cati on to OT studies will be a oparent.

The Uppsala Circle 2
As noted earlier, it should not be assumed that the Uppsala

circle re ore s ~nts a unified oo siti 8n.

The unity which al l ows these

scholars to be considered t ogether in one school is primarily their

1

R. Culley, "Oral Tradition and the OT:
Semeia, 5 (1976) p. 1.
2

Some Recent Discussion,"

for a detailed survey of the Scandinavian school and its
work, see D.A. Knight, Rediscovering the Traditions of Israel.
-17-
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reaction against the l iterary critical school, the Graf-Wellhausen
following, and their work in the method known as the traditiohistorical criticism.

Within that pursuit there are many dimensions

and emphases and disagreements only one of which is the investigation
of oral tradition and its role in the formulation and preservati on
of the OT.

It is this dimension that concerns this study directly.

It was Gunkel wh o first concluded that nearly all OT literary
types were of a s poken nature and therefore ar g ued that exe gesis
should be concerned not only with the written documents but with the
oral stages of the text as well.

But although Gunkel was co ncerned

with the pre-literary s t age of OT texts, s pecifically the Genesis
legendary material,

3

he did not work out any det a i ls of formulation

or transmission.
While Gunkel 1 s primary work relev ant to this discussi on was
in the Genesis ma t erial, Mowinckel reache d simil ar conclusions about
the prophets.

4

It was his conclusion that prophetic oracles and

traditi ons were delivered, collecte d , coll a ted, preserved, and
t r ansmitted or a lly.
a

Their transcri ption into writin g came only at

much later time.
While Mowinckel's ini t ial work preceded th a t of Nyberg by

nearly twenty years, it is Nyberg and his St udien zum Hoseabuche
that is general l y re oa rded as t he inception of t he Sc an dinavian
school of tr a ditio-historical criticism and its important tenant

3 cf. H. Gunkel, The Legends of Genesis, first published 1901,
reprinted by Schocken Books, New York, 1964.
also cf. H. Gunkel, Schgpfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit,
G8ttingen, 1895.
4

cf.

s.

Mowinckel, Statholderen Nehemia, Oslo, 1916.
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regardin g oral tradition.

His basic positi on is that tradition in

the Ancient Near East is predomin antly an oral process.

"Die

"
Uberlieferung
ist im Orient selten eine rein schriftlic he; sie ist
~berwiegend eine m~ndliche." 5 (italics Nyberg's).

Israel as a part

of t he Oriental world of her day is no excep t i nn.

In this light

Nyberg co ntends (see quote above, p. 1) that the written OT is for
the most part a product of the post-exilic community setting down for
preservation what they had received from a thousand years of oral
tradition.

The import ance of Nyberg's comments is this:

(they)--ex pressed more at random as a kind of declaration
as to principles, and abo ve all intended as a protest
against literary and textual criticism when carried to
its utmost extremes--were the incentive that was so greatly
needed to bring about a real and fert i le discussion of
the problem of oral tradition, which is of so funda mental
importance to the science of O.T. studies.6
However, "A ma j or weakness in NYBE RG's presentation was that
it lacked t he batter y of c nnvincing su pport and evidence which must
accompany t he in t roducti on of a new thesis." 7

It was then Birkeland

who s ought to give support to Nyberg throu gh a st udy of Isl3mic
tr a ditions. 8

He co ncluded that in the tr ~dition of the Qur'an,

pre-Islamic poetry, and the had!th oral tra diti on was predominant •

.

On the assumption that the Arab mentalit y sh ares many common features
with that of the Israelite culture, Bir keland concluded by analogy
that the s ame orocess was involved in the preservati nn of the tradition

5

Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche, p. 7.

6

G. ~iden qren, Literary and Psychological Aspec t s of the Hebrew
Prophet, UUA, Uppsala, 1948, P• 6.
7

Knight, Rediscoverinq the Traditions of Israel, P• 26 ••

8

"
H. Birkeland, Zurn Hebraische
Traditionwesen, ANVO, 1938.
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of the Hebrew prophets.
The Uppsala position and the surrounding debate reached its
peak around the figure of I. Engnell.

"

...

ENGNELL sought to apply

thoroughly an d consistently to the whole of the Old Testament the
t hesis of NYBERG ••. regarding the predominance of oral tradition
in t he Orient. 119

First in his Gamla Testamentet 10 and then in

several subsequent monographs and articles 11 Engnell maintained
his basic positi on that"••• for an advocate of the traditi ohistorical met hod, it apoears incontrovertible that, to a large
extent, Old Testament literature--although greatly varying within
differe nt literary types--has the character of an oral literature
· d n 12
. h was wr1. tt en d own on 1 ya t a re 1 a t·1ve 1 y 1 a t e per10.
wh 1c

He sees

the t ype a nd co mposition of the OT"••· directly indicates that what
we have before us is living oral traditi on, taken down in writing,
it is true, but definately modelled and fixed already at the oral
st age, the takin g down in writing itself thus meani ng nothing
absolutely n ew or revolutionary." 13

He further maintains that it is

not only small units but also large complexes that had reached fixed
form in the oral stage.

His basis for such a high estimation of

or a l tradition in the OT is both analoqy with other Ancient Near

9

10
11

Knight, Redisc overing the Traditions of Israel, p. 260.
I. Eng nell, Gamla Testamentet, Uppsala, 1945.
se e bibliography.

12

I. Engnell, A Rigid Scrutiny, Vanderbuilt University Press,
Nashville, 1969, P• 6.

13

I. En gnell, Gamla Testamentet, as quoted in translation in
I. Engnell, The Call of Isaiah, Uppsala, 1949, p. 57.
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Eastern literature and internal OT evidence.
The Engnell position was not without its critics; and after the
initial thrust of the Nyberg-Birkeland-Engnell presentations, Uppsala
settled into a debate that took place on two fronts.

The first ~es

the Engnell-M • winckel debate which may be stylized as the traditiohistorical vs. the literary critical schools.

While Mowinckel was

not (as has often been supposed) a hard line literary critic, still
he was not prepared to j ettison the whole documentary approach.

As,

on the other hand, Mowinckel was a supporter of the idea of oral
tradition, his cmnflict with Engnell is not crucial to this discussion.
The Engnell-Widengren deb a te, however, is central to the study
of oral tradition as it rel ~tes to the OT.
Engnell position on two grounds:

Widengren challenged the

1) that the role and trustworthiness

of oral tradition had been gre a tly exagerated by Engnell and his
predecessors, and 2) that compnrative Ancient Near Eastern material
had been hi ghly misinterpreted.

In fact Uidengren argued that writing

was indeed common in t he Ancient Near East and traditions were often
committed to writing at a very e 2rly stage.

By

reexamining the

Mesopotamian material, the Arabic material, and the OT material,
Widengren concluded:

"At any rate we recognize the fact that oral

tradition, far from be i ng more trustworthy than the written transmission,
has, on the contrary •.• had most disastr ous ef f ects on the faithful
handing down of the ancient poetry." 14

And later he comments:

•••• we may thus st a te that t he process of recording, collecting,
and preserving the ma ste r 's words and action, both in Israelite
_and Muslim religious literature, is from the outset bound up with

14

Widengren, Literary and Psychological Aspects ••• , p. 33.
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the process of commit t ing the tradition to paper."

15

The sparring

between Engnell and Wideng re n conti n ued in va r ious articles and
monogra phs for some t i me, with no particular resoluti on.
Widen gren was not alone in challengin g the Engnell et al.
positi on bein o joined from other ouarters by van der Ploeg
Gunneweg. 17 (see below).

16

and

At the same time the Scandinavian debate

was continued in one way or another by a number of scholars including

" Carlson, Bentzen, Kapelrud, et al. but again with no
Ahlstrom,
resolution.

But while the Uposala circle could not agree on the

question of the extent of oral tradition in the Ancient Near East
and the OT, there was a qeneral agreement at one point:
••• two thin gs may be said to remain established; firstly,
that oral and written transmission should not be played
off against another: they do not exclude each other, but
may be regarded as complementary; and secondly, that the
question of the mode of transmission of the O.T. texts
must be judged from case to case •••• 18
Finally of si nnificance in the Up nsala school, at least in
ter ms o f t he pred ominance of th ~t school in the oral deb a te, is
E. Nielsen.

Standing firmly in the line of Nyberg- Birkeland-

En gnell, Nielsen ma kes no strikingly new contributi ons to the debate,
but does present the position in a cle ar, albeit somewhat polemical,
fashion that offers a good summary and in t roduction to the ar guments

15

Wide ngren, Literary and Psyc holo gi cal Aspects ••• , p. 88.

16 J. van der Ploeg, "Le r~le de la tr ad iti on or a le dans la
transmission du texte de l'ancien testament,"~' 54 (1947) pp. 5-41.
17 A. Gun neweg, M~ndliche und Schriftliche Tradition der
vorexilischen Pro hetenbucher als Problem der neueren Pro hetenforschung, G ttingen, 1959.
18

H. Ring gren, "Oral and Written Transmission in the Old
Testament," §I, 3 (1949) p. 34.
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that are mast closely associ a ted with the Uposala circle. 19
While Biblical scholarship under the influence of comparative
literature studies has taken a new ap oroach to the question of oral
tradition in the OT, the cont~ibution of the Scandinavian scholars
cannot be overlo oked.

It is now generally recognized that the original

thesis of Nyberg and the subse quent position of Engnell can no longer
be defended.

They were too much to the extreme and"••• the

Scandinavian accents on oral tradition are no longer urged so
radically as was once the case." 20

But the Uppsala people must be

credited with raisinq and givinq first form to the issue of oral
traditi on in the OT.
It should be noted here that the issue reache d no clear resolution
in its Uppsala discussion.

Both sides of the question had staunch

and qualified supporters.

In subsequent schol a rship the debate was

continue d in liqht of new evidence and new approaches.

The outlines

of the continuation will be discussed below.

The Comparative literature Approach
The Uppsala debate having far the most part run its course by
the appearance of Nielsen's Oral Traditio n (with the important
exceotion of some of Widengren's later articles), a new approach to
the question of oral traditi on in the OT be gan to take the field.
The impetus for this was the growing interest and accep t ance in
other fields (orimarily clas s ical studies, comparative literature,

19
20

E. Nielsen, Oral Tradition, SCM Press, London, 1961.

H. Hummel in H. Hahn, The Old Testament in Modern Research,
Fortress Press, Philadelphia, third printing, 1970, p. 291.
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and folklore studies) of the so-called Parry-Lord approach, the
ex ~osition and examination of oral compositional techniques and
phe nomena.
First attracted by the fact that a great deal of the Homeric
cor pus o f Greek poetry was clearly formulaic in nature with certain
ph r oses and patterns occurring repeatedly throughout the work, M.
Pa rr y proposed the possibility that the Homeric material might be
the oro duct of an oral process and that the extant versions of Homer
might re present only one stage of such a process rather than a
once-for-all literarv comoosition as the modern world had been used
to supposing.

Wishing to find support for his case, Parry looked for

a culture in which folk literature still ex i sted in an oral state in
order to stud y the pr ncess and the structure in an attempt to draw
out the rules and techni~ues of such a procedure.

This he found

am ono the fo lk poets of the Serbocroatian villages of south central
Europe.

Followi ng Parry's premature death, his colleague A.8. Lord

collate d t he material, continued the research, and gave most comprehensive form to the results.

The findings, most clearly and succinctly

available in The Sinoer of Tales, 21 have become the definitive outline of the nature of oral composition in folk literature.

Armed

with the elements of oral composition as evidenced in their field.work,
Parry and Lord turned aqain to the classical Greek of Homer and argued
that such elements were evident in abundance indicating that the
Homeric material re presented not the single composition of a single
poet but some staqe in a long process of oral transmission of

21

A.B. Lord, The Singer of Tales, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1960. also see bibliography for other important works
by Parry and Lord.
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trad it ional material.
The work o f Parry and Lord has become standard fare in the study
of oral li te rature.

Their identification of oral elements has almost

universal acc ep tance, and their procedure for applying their findings
to cl a s sic a l studies has bee n applied as well to folklore studies
around the world.
C. M. Bowra,

23

Important works such as those of Scholes-Kellogg,

22

et al. base much of their study on the idea of oral

co ~po sitional processes such as that defined by Parry and Lord.
In addition, contemporary folklore and comparative literature studies
ar e lo a ded with analyses of oral tradition in cultures as diverse
as Icel and ic, Indian, African, Eastern European, Russian, to name
a few.

24

The debt the current leading comparative literature

sc hol ars owe to Parry-Lord can hardly be overstated.
The ap pli cation of the Parry-Lord material, however, has not
gone e nt i rel y unchallenged.

Witness the position of Greene 25 who

cl aim s a much more important role of written tradition in the classical
Gree k ma terial.

He a~rees that most people knew their Homer from

th e he arin g of oral recitals but argues that there must have been
some written sources to preserve its form, structure, and even its
wording.

He sees the fullness and high development and highly

22

R. Scholes and R. Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1966, reprinted 1975.
23

C.M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, London, 1964.

24

The large number of such studies precludes their being itemized
or analyzed here. The reader is referred to the bibliographies in
R. Culley, Studies in the Structure of Hebrew Narrative, Philadelphia,
1976 and in R. Culley (ed.), Semeia, 5·(1976).
25 W.C. Greene, "The Spoken and the Written Word," HSCP,
60 (1951) PP• 23-57.
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polished farm of the works as evidence that writing was somehow
involved in their composition and transmission and preservation mare
than the oral supporters allow.
likewise Hainsworth 26 challenges Parry's rampant identification
of formulae in Homer.

And Vansina in his important study, while not

res oonding directly to Parry, does raise an interesting point:
Those writers who have discussed the value of the traditions
of classical antiauity have worked with defective sources
w~ich lacked the essential feature of oral tra dition, far
they were not transmitted to them by live informants, and
there is a paucity of information not to say co mplete
ignorance, about the way in which they were originally
transmitted.27
The oral school of thouqht as originated and developed by Parry
and Lord ha s oredominated in comparative literature studies but not
without cert a in, albeit somewhat isolated, challenges.

The application

of this or ocess to OT literature has been pursued most ag gre s sively
by R. Culley as will be discussed below.

Ancient Near Eastern Studies
Somewhat parallel to the investigati on of the possibility of
oral tradition in the OT, there has been interest in the investigation
of simil a r phenomena in Ancient Near Eastern literature both for
its own sake and as it can illuminate the c ultural milieu of which
Israel was a part in order ta better understand the OT development
process.

Unf ortun ~tely ta date the investigation of or al processes

26

J. B. Hainsworth, "Structure and Content of Epic Formulae:
The 1uestion of the ~ique Expression," Classical Quarterly,
58 (1964) po . 155-164.
27

J. Vansina, Oral Tradition: A Study in Historical Methodology,
Chicago, 1965, P• 3.
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in Ancient Near Eastern literature has been limited to a few brief
overtures with little extensive study and no more than very tentative
conclusi ons.

The investigation, like that in Biblical studies, has

been of two approaches:

a survey of what the sources themselves

have to say about their own com position and transmission and the
applicati on of the Parry-lord orinciples to the literature.
It was the Uppsala scholars themselves who opened the investigation
into ANE material.

In the quest for supoort for the Nyberg-Engnell

position or for evidence in opposition to it, Akkadian colophons,
Arabic hadith, and the like were viewed with new interest.
•

Various

statements and proverbs were singled out by various scholars and used
as evidence as to the honor or lack of honor given by people of these
cultures to memory or to writing.
Nielsen,

28

for example, quotes from the Irra myth:

(amel) tup;arru ~a ih-ha-zu i-si-ti i-na nak-ri i-kab-bit
•

V

V

"The scribe who learns this text by heart esca pes the enemy ,
is honored (in his own land) ••••"
And a gain in Ashurbanip a l's prayer to Shamash:
va
S

kam-mu an-na-a ih-ha-zu u-sar-ra-hu
v
DI .~UD DI NG IR . MESv . d UTU.••
y
V V
v
V
pi-i-su MUH U\I.MES li-tib
V

•

"Whosoever shall learn this text (by heart) (and) glorify
the j udge of the gods, Shamash ••• may the word of his
mouth please the people."
This, Nielsen claims, suppcrrts the idea that the memory and oral
transmission of tr ad ition was given high honor in Mesopotamia.
Interestingly, Nielsen

29

also quotes the following from tablet VII

of Enuma Elish which wo ul d seem to argue against his point~

28

29

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 19-20.
Nielsen, Oral Tradition, p. 20.
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v \I

V

tak-lim-ti mao-ru-u id-bu-bu pa-nu-us-su (is-~ur-ma
i~-ta-)-kan a-na te-re-ti ur-ki~
II

...

this tradition that an old man had related in days
long ago (he wrote down, and) left it as an instruction
to coming generations."

While Nielsen here emp hasizes the oral relating, there also seems
to be an equal emphasis on writing for the purpose of transmission.
Laessoe 30 on the basis of certain standard colophonic formulae
argues contrary to Nielsen and the other Scandinavians that writing
was very prominent in transmissi on.

He quotes the following frequent

colophonic formula:
k!ma labiri-~u ~a}ir-ma bari
"Written like its (ancient) ori ginal and collated."
He claims the point is thRt the text has undergone no changes in
its copied transmission from written sources.

He also quotes the

following from a Babylonian hymn to Ea:
v/

.

.

a-na K(A) LM.ME.A sa-ti(r) GAB(!).RI(!) la(! )-bi-ru ul a-mur
"Written after the oral communication of the learned;
I did not see (read) the ancient duplicate."
In other words, the oral transmission was only reluctantly relied
upon, and then only when the written was not available. 31

Laessoe

allows for an early oral stage, but clai~s that this disa ppeared
when the technique of writing reached a stage of development that
allowed its various characters to carry the meaning of the composition
wit hout ambiguity.

30

J. laessoe, "Literary and Oral Traditi on in Ancient
Mesopotamia," Studia Drientalia Ioanni Pedersen ••• Dicata,
1953, PP• 205-217.

~-=------------ - - - ---- -----

31

the same observation is made by K.A. Kitchen, Ancient
Orient and Old Testament, Inter-Varsity Press, bhicaga, 1966, p. 136.
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Elman,

32

while not in strict agreement with Laessoe, investigates

other key Akkadian words and phrases (e.q. la p1 umm~ni, •from the
mouth of the master" or oerhaps "according to the authority of the
learned one";

V
•
and ahazu/suhuzu,
"to learn•) and likewise
concludes
'I

V

that the evidence indicates a predominance of a written transmission
rather than an oral one.
The evidence of the Akkadian phraseology has been used to
argue both for and against an oral situation in Mesopotamia.
Arabic sources have equally been inconclusive.
Engnell

33

Birkeland and

argue that the growth of the Qur'an and the hadith

traditions

exhibits an oral traditi on. The fact that the hadith must be authenticated
by an unbroken

,. >r
~ ti..; and the use of a

of the importance of oral transmission.

/ /

J ls;

•

formula is indicative

Engnell-Birkeland claim that

this procedure has strong enough parallels to the Hebrew situation
to conclude by analogy a similar process in the OT.

Widengren 34 on

the other hand arques that the Arabic situation was misunderstood by
the Uposala men and rather exhibits a highly developed written tradition
which equally can serve as an analogous parallel to the OT.

Widengren

quotes from Goldziher's Muhammedanische Studien the following proverbs:

35

32

V. Elman, "Authoritative Oral Tradition in Nee-Assyrian
Scribal Circles," JgNES, 7 (1975) po. 19-32.
33

•

Cf. especially Birkeland, Zurn Hebraische Traditionwesen.

34

Cf. especially Widenqren, Literary and Psvchological Aspects ••• ,
and "Oral and Writ t en Literature among the Hebrews in Light of Arabic
Evidence, with Special Regard to Prose Narrative," Acta Drientalia,
23 (1959) PP• 201-62.

35

Widengren, Literary and Psychological Aspects ••• , P• 42.
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"All knowledge that is not on paper is last."

.,,f .. ~
L , .)
.
"Wha t is pre se rved in memory disappears, but what is
written lasts."
The witne ss of Greek sources also evidences an ambiguity.
I n Phaedrus Socr a tes tells the story of the Egyptian God Thoth who
i n vents writin g and takes it ta the king of Egypt.

The king's

res ponse is that such an invention ~ill not help man but will rather
cause him to lase his powers of memory and mind. The argument is
36 .
made
that this indicates a resoect for the memory and the orally
transmit t ed rather than the written.

Yet Berassus in recounting

the story of the flood tells of writings bein g made and hidden at
Sispara and later recovered.

The implication is that memory could

not be trusted; the written was necessary far preservatian. 37 Also
it is interesting to note es does Greene: "For dispite all his misgivings

about the written ward, Plata fortunately did write his

. l a gues •••• "38
d 1a

Ta date, attempts to show from the literature itself the nature
of the transmission of traditional material in the ANE have been far
from conclusive.

And it is only quite recently that any work has

been done in aporoac hing ANE material from a str uctural point of
view, i.e. inve s tigating the possibility of the presence of the
elements of oral composition identified by the Parry-Lord work.

36

37
38

Scholes and Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative, P• 19.
laessoe, "Literary and Oral ••• Meso potamia, " P• 2-2.
Greene, "The Spoken and the Written Ward," P• 50.
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Indeed it is only in the 1970's that such work has apoeared at all.
The studies of Alster and Sasson in Akkadian and Sumerian, Whitaker
in Ugaritic, Andrze j ewski, Bateson, Hamori, Monroe, and Zwettler in
Arabic are the most prominent. 39

That there is indeed for~ulaic

material in all of th e se areas is clear.

That it represents a

highly developed oral tradition is not certain.
The evidence in ANE studies as parallel to the OT is as yet
not fully investigated.

Even when it is, one must constantly be

aware of the dangers nf arguing the features of one culture by the
analogy of another.

While such a method has proven useful, even

invaluable in some cases, the inherent dan gers should be obvious.
As Engnell himself pointed out:
••• we vie~ the Old Testament realistically as a product
of the ancient Near Eastern culture, of which Israel
and its national literature, the Old Testament, are a
part. But in doino this, of course, we must not lose
sight of the imnortance of determining oeculiar
Isr a elite char~cteristics.40

Post-Biblical Material:

Ra bb inic and Christian

The post-OT era witnes s ed the development and growth of two
great traditions each with its ro ot s firml y planted in the Hebrew
Bible:

the Jewish Rabbinic traditi on with its expressi on in the

Talmud, Midrash, and related material, and the Christian with its
experiences embodied in the New Testament and its related material.
That an oral situation and process was vital to bot h traditions at
least in their early stages is generally acknowledged.

39

40

see bibliography.
I. Engnell, A Rigid Scrutiny, p. 3.

The importance
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of memory in both cases can not be overlooked.

It is quite clear

that at synagogue passa ges from the scriptures were often recited
rather than read. 41

Uithin the Rabbinic circles themselves the

fact that the memo rizati on of the ma terial was important can be
illustrated bv. the story of Jo ~hanan
ben Zakkai who was able to
I
tell at all times the time of day while imprisoned bec a use he know
precisely how long it to ok to recite vari ous parts of the Mishnah.

42

Similarly in Christian tradition, the fact that the earliest of the
Gospels, Mark, does not ap oear until perhaps 60 CE or later seems
to indicate that the sayings of and stories about Jesus circulated
in oral fashion for some time, although the pos s ibility of earlier
writ t en documents is not eli minated.

That certain app a rently well

esta blished traditi ons concernin g Jesus were in circulation in some
form is indicated by Paul in two important I Corinth. passa ges.

tyw yap naptAa6ov an6 ~oO xupCou
"For I received

~

xat naptowxa uutv

from the Lord what I also delivered to you
(11:23, RSV)

II

"For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also
received••••"
(15:3, RSV)
While Liddell-Scott indic a tes th a t napaAaueavw ("to receive") can
have the meaning of to receive by he ars ay or or a l report, there seems
no reason to assume that t he rece pti on mu s t be from an oral situa tion.
But the use of napaAaueavw and naoa6Coou1. are technical terms for
the receivin g and the passing on of a particular traditional item or

41
42

s.

Mowinckel, Prophecy and Traditi on, Oslo, 1946, P• 17.

Midrash Echa I, 31.
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formulation. 43

The fact that Paul in 11:23 claims to receive it from

the lord may indicate a need for quoting an authoritative source as
in Arabic hadith
or in the Talmudic formula
.

11n1~ c~~ •

It should

be noted that whatever the preservation of these traditional units
before Paul,

44

they are preserved for the Church in writing as a

result of Paul.
Riesenfeld~ 5 followed by Gerhardsson~ 6 sees the early Christian
situati~n as being analogous to the Rabbinic with Jesus seen as a
Rabbi teaching his disciples in sayings so formulated as to be
suitable for memory and oral transmission.

Smith 47 on the other

hcn:ldisputes this, and Widengren 48 argues that written tradition
was important earlier for both Judaism and Christianity.

The nature

of the early Christian transmission is also discussed and examined
•
49
by Abel, Davies, Doeve, Fitzmyer, Guttgemans, and others.

While

43

Cf. discussion in H. Conzelmann, I Corinthians, Hermeneia
series, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, English translation 1975,
pp. 195f and 25lf.
44
T.H. Gaster suggests that the use of the singular ~ rather
than the plural~ may indicate the transmission of a doctrinal statement
rather than incidents from the story of Jesus. Referral to tradition
regarding incidents or sayings would require a plural reference.
45
H. Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings,
Oxford, 1957.
46

8. Gerhardsson, •Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and
Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity,"
Acta Seminarii Neo-Testamentici Upsaliensis, 22 (1961).
also "Tradition and Transmissirn in Early Christianity," Coniectanea
Neotestamentica, 20 (1964).

47

M. Smith, •A Comparison of Early Christian and Early Rabbinic
Tradition," JBL, 82 (1963) PP• 169-76.
48

G. Widengren, "Tradition and Literature in Early Judaism
and in the Early Church," Numen, 10 (1963) pp. 42-83.
49
see bibliography.
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there is general agreement that "Dur written Gospels complete what
began with oral tr adition," 50 exactly how this came to be is still
not clear.

Nor has it been settled to general satisfaction the

shapE of the similar process involved in the Rabbinic circles.
It does seem to be the c ~se, however, that in both traditions
one is de a ling to a great extent with a memorization and transmission
of texts already fairly fixed in form.

There seems to be little

of the oral co mpositional • rocess at work in this age, at le ~st with
respect to the two great traditions under discussion.

The Rabbis

are concerned with commenting on an already fixed corpus of tradition
and in transmitting their com ~entaries by verbatim recitati on.

The

early Christians likewise seem to be concerned with transmitting
quotations and stories of Jesus perhaps in a for the most • art fixed
form until the crisis of the so-called delay of the parousia (the
promise of Mark 9:1 and parallels obvi ously was not to be the case)
contributed to the need for the writinq of the Gospel accounts.
But the early process of transmissinn and preservation in both
traditions is not clear eno uoh to be of much help in defining the
process.
As is the case of Ancient Near Eastern studies, the area of
transmission and composition in Rabbinic and early Christian material
is not well exp l ored or map oed.

Its use by analog y for the study

of the OT is quite tenuous at best.

The situations are very

much different.

50

C.H. Lohr, "Oral Techniques in the Gospel of Matthew,•
CBQ, 23 (1961) P• 403.
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The Old Testament and Oral Tradition
While credit for bringing the question of oral tradition in
OT material to an important place in Biblical scholarship is generally
given to the Scandinavian school following the lead of Nyberg and
En gnell, it should be pointed out that the whole concept of an oral
tradition in the OT was not entirely new with them.

In fact the

193D's offered a number of significant works in addition to Nyberg's
and inde pendent of it investigating the presence of an oral tradition
in OT times.

A. Lads in 1923 had already offered a study on the subject

in which he argued for the importance of an oral situation in the
formation of the OT tradition. 51

s.

Gandz, independently of Nyberg,

using internal evidence and co mparative studies, was dealing with
the whole problem of a ore-literary stage of literature and assumed
a long or ~l st ~ge nresent in Isr ~el before the writing of tr a dition. 52
He cl a ims, simil a r to Nyberg, th a t written texts before Ezra were
53
rare.
J. Hempel in 1938, using the witness of the OT itself, sees
the survival of an oral tradition alongside certain written literature
until fairly late times.

54

And it is in the late 30 1 s that the

Ch a dwicks in their great work cnncluded, "There can be little doubt

51 A. Lads, "Le r81e de la tradition orale dans la formation des
/
reci t es de l'Ancien Testament," Revue de l'Histoire des Religions,
87 (1923) po. 51-64.
52

S. Gandz, "The Dawn of Literature, Prolegomena to a History
of Unwritten Literature," - • siris, 7 (1939) pp. 261-522.
53
S. Gandz, "Oral Tradition in the Bible," Jewish Studies in
Memory of George A. Kohut, New York, 1935, pp. 248-69.
54
J. Hempel, "The Literature of Israel, 1) The Forms of Oral
Tradition," in H. WhePler Robinson (ed.), Record and Revelation,
Essays on the nld Testament, Oxford, 1938.

---------
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that the earliest literature of the Hebrews ••• is derived in large
part from oral tradition." 55
The conclusion of the Scandinavians as mentioned above were
not universally accepted. Certain challenges within the circle
itself have been discus s ed above, primarily that of Widengren.

But

others as well were not convinced, at least not to the extreme that
Nyberg and Engnell wanted to go.

J. van der Ploeg, for example,

concluded that while oral transmission did play a certain role in
/

'

Israel, it was primarily as "un phenomene social" and that "il n'y a
/

/

aucune Taison de censer que les textes sacres ecrits par des auteurs
I
/ /
/
\
56
preexiliens aient ete mis par ecrit seulement apres 587."
A. Gunneweg
likewise challenges the Scandinavian position althouqh he perhaps
goes too far to the other extreme in his assumpti on that extensive
texts and narratives were already in writinq even before the conquest.
While the Uppsala peoole had . taken a somewhat extreme position
and had fallen under criticism, neverthele s s there was a general
acceptance among Biblical scholars that in some way oral tradition
had played an important role in the composition and preservation of
OT material.

This general acceptance can easily be seen by a quick

reading of appropriate sections of the standard histories and
introductions to the OT that appe ared up to the mid-1960's. Works

55

Chadwicks,

The Growth of Literature, Vol. II, p. 63.

56 van der Ploeg, "Le r~le de la tra dition orale dans la
transmission du texte de l'ancien testament," p. 41.
57 Gunneweg, Mundliche
"
und Schriftliche Tradition•••
Prophetenforschung, 1959.

57
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of J. Bright,
A. We iser,

62

58

M. Noth,

59

••

Eissfeldt,

60

R. Pfeiffer,

an d the general essays in the IB and IDB

61

63

assume

the role of oral tradition for the most part in accord with this
st a tement by M. Noth:

"For the gre ater part, however, the Old

Testament co n t3ins popular historical traditions ••• which were
transmitted by word of mouth to begin with and not written down
un ti 1 1 ate r • 11 6 4
But the application of the Up osala ori ginated traditiohistorical method, the application of the evidence from comparative
sources such as ANE texts and Arabic studies, the application of the
Parry-Lord aporoach to the Biblical material all made very clear by
the late 196 • 's that things were not all that clear.

And while the

presence of some kind of oral situation in the formulation of the
OT was still assumed, scholars were more hesitant to write off
cert a in textual problems and di fficulties as oral related and more
re a listic in recognizing that the whole question was in many ways
more uncert a in than ever.

The general histories and introductions

appearin g after the mid-1960 1 s reflect more caution and more of

58
59

J. Bright,

A

History of Israel, Philadelphia, 1959.

M. Noth, The History of Israel, New York, 1958.

60

••

61

R.H . Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testament, New York, 1941.

Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: an Introduction, New York, 1965.

62

A. Weiser, The Old Testament: its formulation and development,
New York, 1961.
63

s.

The Interpreter's Bible, Vol. I, New York, 1952.
Mowinckel, "Tradition, Oral," IDB, New York, 1962.
64
M. Noth, The History of Israel, p. 44.
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en awareness of such uncertainty.

A quick reading of the appropriate

k o f G• Fo h rer, 65 D• ~.
~ Kun t z, 67
.
sec t ions
o f th e wars
na1ser, 66 n.
J.A. Soggin,

68

R. Coote,

69

et al. will illustrate this.

The caution which currently prevails in makin~ judgements about

the extent and role of oral tradition in the OT is also clearly
evident in the work of R. Culley.

Culley is perhaps the most active

student of the oral question at the moment.

In addition to his most

important article on the general problem of oral tradition 70 referred
to several times in Chapter I, Culley has two studies of a major
nature attempting to find elements of oral composition and transmission in Biblical texts.

In the first, Oral Formulaic Language

in the Biblical Psalms, 71 Culley applies the Parry-Lord method to
the book of Psalms.

After identifying the occurrence of what appear

to be various formulae and formulaic systems in the Psalms and their
statistical distribution, he offers this conclusion:
The presence of oral formulaic lanqu aq e in the biblical
psalms supports the idea that so me types of psalms
originated in the cult. This body of language suggests
that there must have been a time when there was a living
tradition of oral composition at least for complaints

65

G. Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, New York, 1968.

66

o.

67
68

69
70
~. 13
71

Kaiser, Introduction to the Old Testamen t, Minneapolis, 1975.

K. Kuntz, The Peoole of Ancient Israel, New York, 1974.
J.A. Sogqin, Introducti on to the Old Testament, Philadelphia, 1976.
R.B. Coote, "Tradition, oral, OT," IDBS, Nashville, 1976.
R. Culley, "An Approach to the Problem of Oral Tradition,"
(1963) PP• 113-123.

R. Culley, Oral Formulaic Languag e in the Biblical Psalms,
University of Toronto Press, 1967.
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and hymns.

72

But he also modifies this conclusion by saying that this is not
proof conclusive that the psalms in question are reflections of
orally composeo material; but then neither is the evidence proof
positive that t hey are not.

73

In addition it should be pointed

out th a t there is remaining a majority of the Psalms that show little
or no indic ~tion of formulaic structure.
In his second major work, Studies in the Structure of Hebrew
N arra t

.
74
1ve,

Culley pursues an approach similar to that which

Ringgren used in his study of parallel texts and variations therein.

75

Culley examines various parallel narrative accounts also in an
attempt to see if any pat t erns are readily evident in the similarities
or variati ~ns.

Given the inherent difficulty of the fact that the

amount of material is relatively small and that seldom are there more
than two occurrences of the same story, Culley aqain reaches uncertain
conclusions.

He notes that in almost every case while the accounts

do reflect common themes that may indic ate oral variants, this is
not c onclusive; and t hey could equally as well represent a literary
process of redaction.
Culley's studies are thorough, yet unsettling.

He ap pears

somet i mes to be a fence-rider, unwilling to draw any conclusions.
And yet he has no choice but to be ambiguous in his conclusi ons--

72
73

R. Culley, Oral Formulaic Language

...

Psalms, P• 113.

R. Culley, Oral Formulaic Language ••• Psalms, pp. 113-4.

74 R. Culley, Studies in the Structure of Hebrew Narrative,
Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1976.
75

H. Ringgren, "Oral and Written Transmission in the Old
Testament."
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the evidence is ambiguous.
Illustrative of the ambiguity of the evidence also is the running
feud between J. van Seters and D. Gunn.

In a series of artic:les 76

these two have dealt with several narrative passages in the books
of Numbers, Deuteronomy, Judges, Samuel and have challenged each
other in the process of set t ing forth their own positions.

Gunn

argues basically that in the various narratives discussed there
seems to be certain stereotyped aspects that seem to be a part of
a narrator's stock-in-trade.

He sees them as the very kind of

conventi ons and themes and patterns that are the core of oral
composition. And while he concedes that this is not "incontroverteble
77
'proof,'"
he feels that oral tradition is the best option. Van
Seters, an the other hand, views the same evidence and argues just
e,

as forcefully for literary dependpnce and composition.

He disoutes

that such patterns and conventions are of nece s sit y oral and shows
a marked preference for se • -ing them as literary devices.

While he,

too, c oncedes that the evide nce is not absolutely conclusive, he
raises an impor t ant challenge to the whole oral school of thought:
In the area of tradition-history we question the current
a priori, but unwarranted, assumption that there must

always be primitive oral tradition behind every episode
recorded in the pentateuchal narrative. The possibility
of a literary 'artificial' development of the tradition 78
without any great antiquity must be seriously considered.

76

see biblio graphy.

77

D. Gunn, wNarrative Patterns and Oral Tradition in
Judges and Samuel," VT, 24 (1974) p. 316.
78

J. van Seters, "The Conquest of Sihon 1 s Kingdom: A
Literary Examination," ~ , 91 (1972) p. 197.
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Summary
The investigation continues.

The use of internal scriptural

evidence, comparative studies, folklore techniques, formulaic and
structural analysis, and any other approaches available to delve
into the complexities of Biblical transmission goes on as the
recent collection of articles in Semeia 79 indicates.

The uncertainties

remain, and scholars are much more cautious than before in assuming
an oral situation in various pericopes.

Yet the general assumption

also remains that oral tradition in some fashion did play an
important role in the transmission of the OT and that the nature
of that role can be identified.
It must be evident to the reader by t his point that in each of
the areas of investigatinn touched on here the evidence and the
conclusions are ambiguous and inconclusive.

Even the seemingly

iron-clad Parry-Lord work is not without challenge.

The dangers

of arguing from analogv, the risk of using techniques of modern
cultures on ancient ones, the problem of the relatively limited
corpus of material, all make the study of oral tradition in the OT
(or any other ancient corous) very complex.

And as the great bulk

of studies have shown, there are as yet no firmly established
conclusions.

The nature of the transmission in the OT is as

mysterious as ever.
It should be pointed out again that the purpose of this
study is not to credit or discredit the presence of an oral
situation in OT development, nor to try to reach conclusions

79
Studies,"

R. Culley, (ed.), "Oral Tradition and Old Testament
Semeia, 5 (1976).
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where so many others have failed.

Rather the purpose here is to

challenge the methods by wh i ch such investigati ons have been
carried out, to show that these met ~ods are not only unsatisfactory
and inadequa te but misg uided to begin with.

Chapter III:

Internal Evidence of the OT Relating to
its own Transmission

It is the intenti nn of this chapter to investigate the internal
evide nce o f the OT in an attempt to discern how the traditi on itself
reflects commonly used and accepted processes of t r ansmission of
traditional material.

While it seems highly likely that the OT

does evidence the prese nce of colophonic materiel, 1 it is of a
different nature than the familiar Akkadian colophon and does not
employ the rather s tandard Ak kadian formulae as mentioned earlier.
One does not have the "pedigree" of vari ous texts as is available
in other ANE documents--"c oo ied by so-and-so from the ancient
original" and the like.

Therefore, due to the lack of such direct

evidence, the OT must be approached in a more discreet and analytic
fashion, isolating and identifying those passages that may contain,
albeit not ex nlicitly, evidence as to the modes of transmissi on in
Israel.
Based on what they identified as such evidence along with their
using of vario us comparative Semitic material, the Scandinavian
scholars concluded, to various extremes, that very little of the OT
was written until after the Exile.

So the thesis of Nyberg-Engnell.

Regarding this OT evidence; Nielsen, summarizing in many ways the
Uppsala position, argues that writing played a subordinate role in
pre-exilic Israel and that the Hebrew Bible shows direct evidence

1 see H.M.I. Gevaryahu, "Biblical colophons: a source for the
'bio graphy' of authors, texts, and books," VTS, 28 (1975) po . 43-59.
-43-
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of oral transmission. 2
this.

A

The purpose of this chapter is to question

careful examination of certain textual evidence will show

that writing was not necessarily subordinate in pre-exilic Israel
and that the evidence for transmission is not clearly that of an
oral nature.

As will be seen, it would be naive to conclude that

the opposite is clearly the case, that writing was dominant and
transmission was strictly written.

But it should be cle ar that

the evidence is of a kind that the exact nature of the situation
in Israel cannot be clearly viewed, and the conclusion of a
dominantly oral situation cannot be supported.

Availability of the Tools
It is quite clear that Israel was very much a people of her
times.

She was not isol a ted from the rest of the world, in fact

in many ways she sat at the crossroads of the world.

Because of

this position she most surely was ever aw c re of customs, practices,
developments from all over.

And it seems that she also wished to

and did involve herself in fads and customs and practices learned
from her neighbors.

Illustrative of this is the desire at the time

of Samuel for a king to govern them a~,A~

7JJ

(I Sam. 8:5).

Israel was well aware of the world around her and much a partaker in
its various dimensions.
One of the dimensions of the world into which Israel appeared
in the 13th century and in which she achieved significant status in
the 11th century was a long tradition of written material.

2

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, p. 39.

With
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written literary texts being as old as those found at Abu Salabikh
•
3
dating to c. 2500 BCE and the use of some forms of notation for
ec onomic records as early as c. 3000, the techniques of committing
inform a tion to a sys t em of writing wa s old before Abraham ever left
Ur and anc i ent by the time Moses left Egypt.

The traditi on of

vari c us for ms of inscrioti ~ns and stelae for commemorative, propaganda,
boa stful, le gal, or whatever purposes is also quite old, dating back
t o t he Sume r ians gnd the Early Dynastic Period.

Whet her or not the

avera ge man co uld read the complex cuneiform inscri ptions on such
stelae is not known.

Whether the monuments were meant to be decorative

an d t hus re a dable onl v to professional scribes and the gods is also
not known.

But the fact rem a ins thnt the art of wr i tin g was known

and used.
In addition, it is well known that libraries were kept, arranged
carefully, and even catalogued from a ver y early time.
t his is as earl y as the Ur III period. 4

Evidence for

Fohrer argues that the

presence of such carefully maintained and catalogued libraries
indicates the impor t ance of a writ t en tradition quite early.

5

Whether

or not the average man had access ta, could read, or even may have
possessed such tablets for private usage is not known.

It is certain,

however, that there were clearly written sources that were in

3

R.D. Biggs, "The Abu Salabikh Tablets, A Preliminary Survey,"
JCS, 20 (19 66 ) po. 73ff. also R.D. Biggs, Inscriptions from Tel
Abu Salabikh, 1974.

-·---4

see W.W. Halla, "On the Anti oui ty of Sumerian Literature,"
.d3..Q2, 83 (1963) PP• 167-76.
5

G. Fohrer, Introducti on to the Old Testament, Abingdon Press,
New York, 1968, PP• 38-9.
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existence and have preserved ancient materials even ta today.
It is not the intention here ta draw conclusi on s as ta any
oral versus written situation in the ANE, only to paint out that
the writinq process was highly developed and so me how involved in
preservati on long before the appearance of Israel.

Indeed, Wiseman

argues th a t there were scribal schools in the Syria-Palestine area
durin g the Uga ritic period whose role apoears to have been the copying
without vari ation of various written literary and wisdom material. 6
And given the st an dard calaphanic formula ("copied according ta its
ancient oriqinal•) mentioned above, the art of writing does seem to
be some '7 0W in valved in preservati rJ n a f ·material.
By the time of Israel there had been a further development in
the techni ~ue of writing that is of vital importance.

Writing, as

particularly evidenced in the Ugaritic materiel, had become alphabetic.
While a Ba bylonian had to master same 600 siqns to read and write,
a cit iz en of Ugarit had only 30 with which to concern himself.

The

later Hebrew alphabet had only 22 ch dracters and ap pears to have
been known in its earlier stages ~s early as c. 17th century in Gezer
and Lachish and certainly in the late 16th-early 15th centuries in
the Proto-Sinai tic material. 7

The area of Palestine into which

Israel moved in the 13th century certainly must have had some contact
with al ph abetic writing as least 200 years e ar lier.

It would be

difficult to believe that Israel arrived with no knowledge whatsoever
of the aloh abet and its use.

6

D.J. Wiseman, "Israel's Literary Neighbors in the 13th Century
Journal
of Northwest Semitic Languaoes, 5 (1977) pp. 77-91.
B.C. ,"
6

W.F. Albright, The Prata-Sinaitic Inscriptions and Their
Decipherment, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1969.
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Of course, no one disputes that Moses could write, or Joshua,
or that writing was the task of a particular class of
the monarchy.

C'1~0

during

But there is a question as to whether the skill extended

be 11 ond the educated leader and the professional.

Albright's observation

is useful at this point:
The 22 letter alph a bet co uld be le ~rned in a da y or two
by a bright student and in a week or two by the dullest;
hence it could spread with great ra pidity. I do not
doubt for a moment that there were many urchins ••• who
co uld read and write as early as the time of the judges,
although I do not believe that the script was used for
form a l literature until later.a
And as Hempel notes:
The discovery of several consonantal alphabets in the
culture of the second millenium in the Near East compels
us to examine afresh the auestion of the oral tradition
of the literature of Isr a el, even though the fragmen t s of
alphabetic script so far found in Palestine itself are
unim oortant. In them an instrument was to hand which
enabled even the ordin2ry man and not simply the scribe
with an international educati nn, to learn the art
of re a ding •••• 9
Several bits of archaeological evidence would seem to support
the ide a that writing was the tool of the common man as well as the
professional.

The Gezer calendar, for example, dating perhaps from

the Solomonic period seems to be a practice exercise of a school boy.
Similarly the newly discovered inscripti on of 'izbet Sartah indicates
• •
10
Hebrew writing perhaps as early as the 11th or 12th century,

8

W.F. Albright ouoted in A.R. Millard, "The Practice of
Writing in Ancient Israel," .§.5_, 35 (1972) p. 112.
9

J. Hempel, "The Literature of Israel, 1) The Forms of Oral
Tradition," in H. Wheeler Robinson (ed.), Record and Revelation,
Oxford, 1938, p. 28.
10

M. Kochavi, "An Dstracon of the Period of the Judges from
'Izbet ~artah," Jo urnal of the Tel Aviv University Institute of
Archaeology, 4 (1977) pp. 1-13.
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although its significance is not yet certain.

The abundance of

inscribed sherd handles, ax heads and the like from various ages
would seem to indicate that the averaqe workman was at least
capable of identifying his own name and thus keepin~ track of his
belongings, perhaps even expecting anyone who found one of his tools
to be able to know to whom to return it.

The sarcophagus inscription

of Eshmun 'azar of Sidon dating from the 5th century, while somewhat
later than the period of primary concern here, warns anyone who
reads it, D1N 7Jl nJ7nn 7J

("any royal person or any (ordinary) man"),

not to disturb his resting place.

Obviously a warning to grave

robbers, the assumpti on must be that either royalty or an ordinary
man would be able to read the warning.

Similarly compare the inscription

of Azitawadda from the 9-Bth century which reads:
D1N ~N D1N DN DJT1l 1T11 a,J,nl ,,n CNl

"If a king among kings or a prince afflong princes or a man
who is an (ordinary) man••••"
This is a warning not to deface the inscripti on similar to that in
the treaty of KTK and ARPAD dating to c. 750.

Such warnings against

defacement, like the sarcoohagus warning, seem to assume the ability
to be read by all passers-by.
The important 6th century collecti on of letters from Lachish
also provides certain useful pieces of evidence.

Of interest but

of diverse interpretati on is the passage from Lachish letter number 3:

. nny,, .
N

.CAlnoJ

.

N7
DN

. n~J7
. ' DN ,7N

. ,J1N . 1nN ,J,
. n,n,n 190 N1P
190 ,7 N1P7

~,

. Nl, 1~N 190 7J
nnN . ,nN1P

....

(8
(9
(10
(11

(12

While the interpretation of the passage has been in dispute, the
translation would seem to be thus:
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8)
9)
10)
11)

12)

For my lord has said, •Don't you understand?
call a scribe." As the lord lives no man need ever try
to call for me a scribe, ever! In addition
any letter which comes t o me, certainly
I read it••••

While Nielsen 11 views t his as indicative of the fact that even a
high military official could be seen as illiterate, the exact
op posite may be much more the case.

The comma nder, Hoshaiah, is

sa ying to his superior officer, Yaosh, that he is perfectly capable
of reading and is insulted at having his intelligence questioned.
Rather than seeing this as evidence for illiteracy, it may better
be seen as riqhteous indignation at being accused of illiteracy.
Indeed in letter number 6 the com mander is specifically ordered to
read a series of letters which he ap narantly has done.
In addition, further support from Lac ~ish that the ability to
read was widespread may be taken from letter number 4:

. 7JJ n11~ 7Y

7

n~nJ

7~

7

Jl~

•

3)
4)

7

(3

n7~

1~~

(4

I h~ve writte n on the door accor din q to all
that my lord has sent to me.

It se ems to be the c a se that the door ma y well have been the co mpany
bulletin board on which the commander could post notices for the
troops.

Unless the soldiers can read it or at least recognize as

authoritative those t hings th at are written and posted, it makes no
sense to write it on the door.

Nielsen ch allen ges the idea of written

forms (especially in prophetic material but ap olic able here) because
of problems in publication, "••· because publication implies

multiplication." 12

11

12

But multi olication is not necessary, for the

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, p. 56.
Nielsen, Oral Traditi 0n, p. 84.
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practice may well have been to post i t ems for publication in e
public place such as on a door or a gate (cf. Deut. 6:9).
Such might even be the case of the psalmic phenomenon of DnJn
(cf. Ps. 16, 56-60, cf-. Is. 38:9) rendered by the LXX es OTllAOypacpCa
and thought by Ginsberg 13 to be a ooem or hymn inscribed and
posted for public view.

Similar practice might be paralleled

among the Arabs at the pre-Islamic fairs where original poems of
particular hioh quality were written on banners and hung up
in the market place.

It must have been expected in all these

cases that someone could read them.
Evidence for the existence of writing on a popular level may
also have certain supoort from the text of the OT.

The reference

in Jud. 8:14 to the young man of Sukkoth who was able to write down
for Gideon a list of the rulers and elders has often been used to
argue for a general ability to read and write.

The whole account

reouires a young man to be able to write and Gideon (certainly not
a highly educ ated man if Jud. 6:15 is to be taken seriously) to be
able to re ad and that the preference of both is for a written rather
than a remembered list.

Likewise the test involving the special

status of Aaron and the Levites in Numbers 17:16-26 (English 17:1-11)
necessitates the writing of names on rods.

While Moses apparently

does the writing, the sign of the blossoming rod is ineffective
unless the people are able to distin guish between the names written
on the rods (cf. v. 24, Eng. v. 8).

There must at least be the

ability to recognize another man's name.

13

And although this text

H.L. Ginsberg, "Psalms and Inscriptions of Petition and
Acknowledgement," L. Ginzberg Jubilee Volume, New York, 1945,
PP• 159-71.
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may well represent a P account and therefore be late, it surely is
based on much earlier accounts.

There seems to be little reason to

doubt the antiquity of this event.

Other passages such as Deut • . 6:9,

Is. 8:1 and 44:5 seem to indicate a general ability to read and ~rite.
Is. 10:19 se ems to indicate that even a c hild had a certain mastery
of the art.
The objection can rightfully be raised that there just is not
extant any significant amount of archaeological evidence for writing
in Israel.

There j ust is not much in the way of known texts fro~ this

period the wa y there is an abundance of tablets from Mesopotamia.
But it also must be kept in mind that materials for writing had
t
progresse db e yon d th e ca
1 y t a bl e t sage.

Dl· scover1·es at nualah 14

have shown the use of wooden and ivory boards covered with wax and
used for writing.
is well known.

In addition the us e of papyrus in ancient times

If indeed wood overlaid with

111ax

u• as used in Israe1 15

as well as pao yrus sheets, their chances for survival into the hands
of modern archaeolo gists are quite slim.

Also in light of the fact

th a t archaeological discoveries are largely sub j ect to chance anyway,
the lack of texts does not eliminate the possibility of their having
been in existence.
There is a radical change in the manner of writing and the
materials used between the second millenium, to which
Ugarit and El-~marna belong, and the first, i.e. Israel.
The use of clay tablets and cuneiform writin g , or hieroglyphics, which were labori ous to acquire and com plicated
to ap oly, was superceded by the use of the eas i ly acquired
alohabet writing on papyrus or ostrakon. Thus it was

14

Cf. Howard, Mallowan, Wiseman.

see bibliogra ohy.

15 This is argued by Gevaryahu in unpublished lec·tures and
personal consultation.
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possi ble for a wide me a sure of the pooulace to use it.
Th a t Israel did so is shown by the ostraka from Samaria,
an d t he l e t t ers from Lachish •••• 16
As should be evident, indicating the existence of the art of
writ i n q on a widespre ad basis does in no way show that it was
pre f erre d for t he tr ansmis s i on of tradition.

Even the Scandinavians

did not deny the occurre nce of writing in pr e-exilic Israel.

However

t he c on te ntion of Nielsen and others th a t writing played a subordinate
r o l e and was not use d as a means of transmission seems hardly
s upoor t a bl e fr om the evidence.
and a,,,Jrn

And whi l e a s oecial class of a,1go

did exist in Israel, t his does not prove that writing

was solely their property.

The responsibility for tak i ng care of

cert a in offici 2l functi nns th a t re ouired writing (e.g. court records,
census, etc.) may well have been their role, but that does not require
th a t they alone posse s sed the tools necess ary for do i ng so.

It should

be • lain th a t the clime of th e ti mes and the availability of the tools
was one i n wh ich writinq may well ha ve been ver y widespread, the
pr op ert y of the aver ag e man as well as the scri be, and may well have
ol ~ye d an i mport ant role in ev er yday life at all levels, even possibly
in the proces s of transmission and preservation of tradition.

It is,

of c our s e, dang erous to argue almost entirely from silence and from
analogy.

And as Greene notes, the utilitarian use of writing in

inscri ptions and rec ords and its inci dental use in graffiti and
personal ide ntification inscri ptions does not prove that it was used
to com pose or t r ansmit literature. 17

16

But the possibility at least

K. Koch, The Growth of the Bi blical Tradition, New York,

1969, P• 83.

17

Greene, "The Spoken and the Written Word," P• 60.
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exists and the argument of the supporters of oral tradition must
be reexamined and found wanting.

Recitation and Preservati on--a distinction
It is important to keep in mind a rather si gnificant fact as
one strives to find evidence for the processes of transmissi on in
OT times, a fact that the students of oral tradition and the Uppsala
school in particular appear to have missed.

That is that there is

a great difference between the particular use that is made of an item
of tra dition and the method by which it is preserved.

In other words

there is a distinct i on between recitation and preservation.

The oral

recitation of a particular piece of tr ~ditio nal material may be
necessary for a certain ritual, a certain festival, a certain communal
function, or even simply as entertainment or pastime.

But such

recitation does not necess~ri l y c onstitute the t otal transmissi on or
the preservati on, i.e. the way it is kept avail a ble to be known by
subseouent generations or to be referred to by contemporaries.
Kitchen sees this and notes a distincti on between oral dissemination
to contem poraries and oral transmission to subse a uent ge nerations.
•Dissemination and transmissi on must be distinguished.

In the Ancient

Near East, oral dissemination doubtless was of primary importance••••
But it was often done from written documents.• 18

By analogy, Marc

Antony's funeral soliliquy in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar clearly
finds its proper expression and use in recitation bath within the
context of the play and as a dramatic presentation.

18

Yet it is quite

K.A. Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old Testament, InterVarsity Press, Chicago, 1966, p. 135.
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clear that the preservation of that piece, the way it is learned by
and studied by and available to subsequent generations of Shakespearian
actors and students, is from the written text.

It is this distinction

between recitation and or2servation that is all too often missed
when speaking of tradition in the OT.
It should also be kept in mind that there is a difference
between text and content.

It is a fact in any society that literary

pieces or traditional items exist both as established texts and as
subject matter or cn ntent known in a general fashion.

And it is the

case th2t one may well know stories and traditions auite apart from
any reference to written documents.

A community, a society may be

most familiar with various bits of literature and tradition almost
strictly through hearing and ma y indeed learn them by repeated hearing.
This c~n be both in a fixed textual form or in a general content form.
The averaqe Christian, for example, knows well by he a rt the words to
"rJ God our Help in Ages Past" or "Rock of Ages" and knows them not

by re an ing t hem from the hymnal but bv he2rinn them sung repeatedly
by the community.

Likewise a father can tell his children the story

of Hansel and Gretel without consulting Grimm for the exact structure
and wording or the story of the good samaritan without consulting
Luke.

In fact new literary items can even be built on a general

content knowled ge of traditional stories, e.g. the medieval miracle
plays or modern "historical novels."
It is clear that oral transmissi nn in the sense of dissemination
is a common phenomenon of society in general.

Yet the written form

of such traditions serves a significant functi on.

In the first place

it represents a fixed form of an item of tradition that is available

to be consulted.

In this way it protects and acts as a guarantee that
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the general dissemination as it passes through the community even to
su bsequent generations is not permitted to distort the material beyond
cert a in limits.

(A congreg ation can not sing "0 God our Help in

Times Gone By ," for example.)

likewise the written preserves those

parts of the tra dition that are not active or widespread in the
oener a l dissemination process.

For example, while many Christians

may be a bl e to sing "Rock of Ages" without consulting the text,
few can do the same for "For All the Saints."

Yet the latter

re mains an i mportant and a used part of the tradition.
The crucial question with regard to OT studies is to what
extent does the OT represent 1) general content remembered and
di ss emin ~t ed bv the community orally and written down only at a
l ate date, 2) fixed texts composed and remembered or a lly and written
only at a l a te date, 3) fixed texts written for preservation at an
early date, 4) general content known originally from early written
te xts but di ss emin 2ted and l a ter rec orded in fixed texts in a
di s semin ?. ted form, or 5) any combination ther eof.

All are possible

dime nsi ons of any transmission • rocess, and it would seem most likely
th a t all possi bilities may be present in the OT.

In light of this

the Scan dinavi an and subse quent scholarship is correct in saying
th a t one must understand oral and written existing simultaneously
and a s com plement to each other.

But their assumption that oral

was predominant in preserving and transmit t ing is sub j ect to challenge.
Oral proce ss es are most likely predomin ant in dissemination.

But

this stud y hopes to show that the evidence shows a great possibility
of a strong written traditi nn involved in preservation.
An illustration of this from the OT is the situation surrounding
the song of Moses in Deut. 32.

While it is plain that Mpses
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recited the song to Israel (Deut. 31:30; 32:44), it is equally
clear that he wrote it first (Deut. 31:19, 22).

While the song is

indeed recited, and perhaps taught (31:22) in an oral fashion, and
~hile its dissemination to the general population might be by oral
means (32:46), the written original is still present and presumably
available for reference and surely stands as the authentic text of
the song.
Likewise illustrative, Nielsen sees as positive evidence for
oral tradition the fact that Deut. 1:1 (et al.) says that Moses
recited the whole matter to Israel and that such recitation of the
n11n

is most likely associated with a cul tic assembly. 19

Regardless

of whether the setting of festival assembly is indicated or not,
Moses' recitation does not preclude the presence of a written text
to be re-recited at future assemblies.

The book of Deuteronomy in

fact cla~ms to be just that--the preserved text of his recitation.
In other words, the fact that a particular psalm or narrative
or covenant or whatever may have been recited at a given festival
or a given occassion merely indicates that is was recited.

It gives

no indication whatsoever as to how the reciter possessed the text.
It could be from his memory, but it could equally well have been from
some copy in a private or official library.

The fact that it could

be disseminated throughout the community orally simply means it was

well known and used.

It does not indicate in any way that such

dissemination was the sole method of preservation.
In light of this most imoortant distinction, it becomes necessary
ta look at the OT again, both at passages already claimed as evidence

19

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 56-8.
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in the transmission controversy and at ot hers which will be newly
cl a i med as evidence.

Ava i l ab ility for Reference
One of the c hief benefits of a system of writing is not only
t h~t on e man can record his thoughts or information for an ot her to
read, but also that ma terial can be kept invariable for reference at
any time.

And because it is available for reference, discrepancies

or misunderstandings or uncertainties that can arise from popular
disseminati on can be checked.

This is perhaps why systematic writing

developed a t first as an economic and legal device.

Contracts could

be stored an d consulted to make sure neither the debtor nor creditor
h2d a c onvenient memory lapse as to the amount due.

The available

texts of t his type from ancient Mes opotamia are legion.

The method

of written ma i ntenance was also found to be useful in reli gious
ritual texts to keeo a priest or litur gical pa rticipant from making
an error in an important divinati nn or ritual.

The value of the

system for preserving literary material also was realized.

The

sizea ble number of texts available from the ANE of each of these
t ypes indicates the use of written documents to preserve such material.
As was noted earlier, Israel enters into a world in which all of
this is already quite old.
No one, however, denies that written records and various examples
of incidental writin g are present in Ie~ael (cf. Ex. 39:30; Num. 5:23;
Josh. 18 :8-9; II Sam. 11:l~f; I Kin gs 21:8; II Kings 10:1; et al.).
Indeed the use of writing is at least as early as Moses.

As Gandz

points out, the time of Moses is the earliest reference to writing
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in the OT.

20

However, this fact hardly supports his conclus ion that

Moses introduced the art of writin g to Israel.

Regardless of its

incidental uses, however, it appears rather certain that the idea
of recording certain material so that it can be referred to w~en
necessary seems to be pres Pnt in Isr a el in a number of a:intexts, all
of which contribute to the whole body of material that constitutes
the traditions of Isr ael.
First is th at category of tradition encompassing legal material.
Even the Scandinavians are forced to admit that legal matters in
Israel often employed written documents.

Certain trial procedin gs

(Num. 5:23), cases of divorce (Deut. 24:1), land descripti ons (Josh.
18:8-9), deeds to ownership (Jere. 32:12), all speak of the use of
some form of writing.

Indeed the word pn meaning a statute is

derived from the root ppn meanin g to inscribe.

But of much greater

significance is the matter of the covenant and the law of Moses.
There can be little doubt that the import ant n'1l~ ,no or the ,no

n~n n11n were written documents, documents that were kept and referred
to.

Moses clearly writes the det ails of the covenant (cf. Ex. 24:4,

7, 12; Deut. 31:9) and provides for storing it (cf. Ex. 25:21; 40:20;
Deut. 31:9) and also for periodic refer ence to it (Deut. 31:10-11).
Indeed it must be assumed that it wa s constantly available for
reference (cf. Deut. 17:18-19; 31:24-26; Josh. 1:8; 8:31, 34-5; 23:6;
I Kings 2:3; et al.).

In Deut. 27:3, 8 it is even to be made available

on a stela for the whole com~unity to refer to.
nature of the n11n ,no

20

Exactly what _the

was and how much of it may be represented by

S. Gandz, "Oral Tradition in the Bible," Jewish Studies in
Memory of George A. Kohut, New York, 1935, pp. 248-269.
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t he Pentateuch is uncertain.

But regardless of whethe r it is pre!ffint

in any way, shape, or form in the text of the OT, it is plain that
this very important dimension of Israel's tradition, the legal aspect,
was preserved in a writte~ form, in texts that were available for
and ex pe cte d to be used for reference.

Regardless of how one learned

or tau ght the Torah, any reference to it was made not "as spoken by
so-and-so" but

n11n 1DOl 11nll

or some equivalent statement.

In

other words, the authority for the preservation and transmission
was the written.
Likewise Samuel in I Sam. 10:25 writes in a book the nl~Dn DDVD
and arranqes its storag e .

Although it is not mentioned again, if

it is done in obedience to Deut. 17:18-19, it can be as s umed it was
written in order to be a handy reference for the king, to be read
by him.
The Torah tradition is certainly a vital and significant part
of Israel's tradition, but it is by no means the only one.

There

is some indic a tion that other as o ects of the traditi on also made
use o f wr itten documents for • reservati on and transmission.
The prophetic tradition of Israel is generally considered to be
predominantly oral.

As North points out, "The conception of the

prophetic 'word' was, in the first instance, of someth i ng s ooken
r a ther th an written. 1121

While this quote is directly ap plied to the

Muslim tradition, North makes very clear that the same applies to
the Hebrew tradition.

The fact that the prophets are preachers is

certainly evident by the forms their messa ges take.

Such expressions

21 C.R. North, "The Place of Oral Tradition in the Growth of the
Old Testament," Q, 61 (1949/50) P• 292.
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so common among the prophets asiyn~ , nin 7 inM nJ ,
~M n 7n ,~M nin 7 71l1

n,n7 DMl ,

certainly suggest a situation of oral address.

Also the fact that many prophetic oracles de pend for part of their
i mpact on pun, alliterati on, or other sound devices indicates that
they must have been intended to be heard. Yet once again one must be
aw are of the da nq er of confusing recitation with preservati on.

That

the prophets addressed their audiences orally there is no doubt.
But this in no way oroves the y did so wit hout prepared texts or that
the oracles were only preserved afterward by memory.

Even the famous

Jeremiah 36 incident in which Jeremiah dictates a scroll, the king
burns it, and Jeremiah re-dictates it does not eliminate the possibility
th a t Jeremi ah may have had his own collecti on of old sermon notes or
texts from which to draw his dictation.

Wh i le there has been some

disc us s ion in Bi blical schol arship that prophetic mate r ial was kept
and pres erved by circles of the prophets' disciples in an oral fashion
until it wa s written and arra nged at a later date, there is as part
of t he J eremiah tradition that he himself wrote or had written
col l ec t i ~ns of his oracles.

To what extent the present book of

Jeremiah re oresents these • articular writin gs in original or in
h igh ly rearr anoed fashion is uncertain but irrelevant for this
di scussion.

J eremiah at least did write.

And while in 36 the

scroll is for a s pecific reason, to be read to the king, 25:13 and
51:60 directly and 30:2-3 by implication sug gest vari o us writings
are avail abl e to be read and referred to in a general way.
In other pro phetic pass a ges it is possibly indicated that
certain oracles are in fact to be written for precisel y the purpose
of bearing their message to hearers not yet pres ~nt.

In Hab. 2:2-3

the prophet is instructed to write his visi on so it can be read and
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heeded up until the time of its fulfillment.

Even more sug gestive

is Isaiah 30:8 where the prophet is instructed to write his message
a'71y 22 1y'7 111n1< DP'7 "nnl

•

The point is that the text (whatever

may be included in it) is to be transmitted in written form.
There are certain problems.

Jeremiah is a unique exception

among the orophets as far as there being such an array of references
to his producing written material.

But then it certainly is a fact

that is often overlooked that what is present in the prophetic books
is hardly any sort of total picture of their situati nn or work.

One

must also ask whether the inscripti ons of Habakkuk and Isaiah are
not simply a few key words scrawled on a tablet as some kind of
reminder or tri qger to brino t o mind the content of his message rather
than a full text in any sense of the word.
case, for example, in Isaiah 8:1.

Such ap oears to be the

There is no clear evidence as to

the ex3ct nature of these inscriptions.
Transmission of prophetic material continues to present
possibl v insurm o unt~ble problems.

Due to the fact that the pro phetic

books are primarily concerned with presentin g the oracles as s ociated
with a particular prophet, there is little informati on given as to
the methods of preservation or transmission.

But the fact tha t the

prophetic presentation was oral does not mean its preservation was
oral.

There may indeed have been circles of prophetic disciples who

assumed the responsibility for preservati on and transmission, but
they could as well have been librarians.
It has been suggested that one of the formulae by which the

22

whether one reads 1y'7 with MT or 1y'7 with L XX and most
scholars makes little differ-ehce as far as''·foe intent is concerned.
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message of a prophet is referred to may offer an indication of their
use of writinq.

The formula with minor variations is t his:

name
Whether

1'l

'D

~Y /

n,~ / 1l1 23

here is merely a general statement of age ncy, "by means

of," or whether it may refer to a writin g of the Lord's message is
indicated- by n11n ,no

n~n

1'l

n,n,

(II Chron. 34:14) and esoecially by

,~~ n11nl l1nJ

(Neh. 8:14), but one is hard pressed to make
too much of this.

1'l

like Akkadian qab~ ina q~ti is primarily an

expression of agent.
The evidence regarding the transmission of prophetic material
is scanty, incomplete, and inconclusive.

The possibility of

written preservation remains and does so with some tangible support.
Between the clearly written Torah traditions and the clearly
unclear prophetic traditions is the situation of the historic and
literary traditions.

The Scandinavians for the most part argued

favorably toward Nyberg's thesis that it was nearly all oral until
aft er the Exile.
supports this.

Yet the evidence of the post-exilic sources hardly
The witness of II Esdras 14:18ff purports to record

the dictati on of Ezra of the s acred ~ritings.

But it is not merely

a case of reciting for transcription lon g or a l traditions.

It is

a recital under divine inspiration (cf. vss. 25, 38-4 0 ) of a series
of books to re place those that had been destroyed in the destruction
of Jerusalem (cf. v. 21).

23

In other words, the incident here recorded

Ex. 9:35; Lev. 8 :36; 10:·11; Num. 4:37, 45; 10:13; Josh. 14:2;
20:2; I Sam. 28:15, 17; I Kings 12:5; 15:29; II Kings 9:36; 10:10;
I Chron. 11:3; II Chron. 10:15; 35:16; 36:15; Neh. 9:14; Is. 20:2;
Jere. 37:·2; 50:1; Hg. 1:3; 2:1; Zech. 7:7, 12; Mal. 1:1; et al.
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in dic a tes that human me mory of such mat t ers is not to be trusted
without divine inspiration.

Indeed it presupp oses the existence of

writ t en ma terial in pre-exilic Jerusalem.

And verse 21, while it

s oeaks s pecifically of "law," also soeaks of "what had been ~~ne
by you and what is yet to be done" indicating perhaps historic and
prophetic material as well.
More si onificantly, the great post-exilic canonical work of
the Chronicler aives evidence of earlier written sources upon which
he drew.

In the course of his work the Chronicler makes reference

to the following sources;
ilN1il '7N11ll!I '111

I Chron. 29:29

N'lJil 1nJ

I Chron. 29:29,
also II Chron. 9:29

'111

ilTnil 1A '111
7

=

II Chron. 9:29

J1'7 7 i,il il'ilN nN11J
ilTnil '1Y'

I Chron. 29:29

mm

II Chron. 9:29; 12:15

N'lJil il' Ylll!I '111

II Chron. 12:15

ny N'lJil 1!11111

II Chron. 13:22

'1N1i,, 1 il11il ''7 C 7 J'71lil 1!l0

II Chron. 16: 11

C' J'71lil 1!l0 i,1111

II Chron. 24:27

N'lJil Y,llN -1) , i1, yi,, 1nn
'7N11!1' 1 i111 i1' 'J'71l 1!]0 '7y

,r,n

7

.

II Chron. 32:32
II Chron. 33:19

111

II Chron. 35:25

n1J'i7i1

Likewise in Esther there is reference to

7

J'711'7 C'll'il

7

111 1!lO

(2:23; cf. also Neh. 12:23).
While one could argue that all these references may also be to
post-exilic documents and that the Chronicler may simply draw on
material contemporary with himself, one must also deal with similar
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references in material datin g to before the Exile.

On two

occ a s sion s such sources are even quoted directly.
il 1 iP

nnn'7n

Num. 21:14

1£10

Josh. 10:13;
II Sam. 1 : 18

111/7 i1 1£10

i1 n'7 i, "111 1£10

•·

I Kings 11:41

'71<1!,"

., J'77l'7 C'IJ'il "111 1£10

I Kings 14:19

i111 il"

"J'7ll'7 C"ll"il "111 1£10

I Kings 14:29

In each c a se the name of thP particul ar reference is preceded by
l1nJJ

with either

'7y

or

These clearly are references to written

1.

t/...J;

documents.

Whether the expression

11nJJ

means these are sources which
I\

are av 3ilable to the general public and can be referred to, or
whether it is merely an expressi on used to authenticate material by
saying that it is written down in official records but not generally
'

access / ble is not clear.

·~

everthelees it does indicate the

presence of written preservation of certain inform at i nn and the fact
that such written preservation is viewed as someh ow authoritative.
Clearly not all preservati on of material is in oral sources as the
Sca nd inavians suggest.
Wh ile some of the works referred to as 11nJJ may well have been
official court records kept and mainta i ned by official B"1DO, the
t it les of others, and the few isolated fragments that are available
(cf. Josh. 10:12-13; II Sam. l:18ff), seem to indic a te works more of
a literary nature.

Nielsen says:

Which is more likely, that at the t im e of Joshua one began
ta compile a work called 'the Book of the Upright,' and
through the centuries continued to add new mate ri al to
it, or that the poems from the time of Joshua and later
generations lived an the lips of the bards, until at some
unk nown time and from ~otives as to which we can only
conjecture, these poems ••• were collected into a book,
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and called 'the Book of the Upright'? I have no doubt
but that the la tfe r is the more probable.24
~

But others ma y have no doubt that the former is more probable.
And per haps more probable still is the possibility that the book was
a collecti on of oieces known at the time of Joshua and quoted even
as l a te as the time of David.

At least the possibility exists.

Memory
Because the whole ourpose of preserving mate r ial and transmitting
it to future generations is so that certain things may be remembered,
it is also necess 3ry to look at the Hebrew idea of rememberin g and see
if its use gives any indication of the process of transmission.

The

Hebrew root 1JT which is used for the concept of rememberin g has a
complex usage as is evident by several studies as to its nature and
function.

25

The role that is of concern for this study is its use

in the Qal with the people of Israel as the su b j ect.

It is what

Israel remembers that is relevant.
It seems that the idea of reme mberin g is essentially the same
as it is for the English speaking person. 1JT means both to recall
some event or relat i onshi o or mat t er from the past (cf. Deut. 7:18;
8:2; et al.) and to keep in mind some particular matter as one
proceeds in his own activities (cf. Deut. 8:1 8 ; 16:12; et al.).
Memory is to brinq t n mind thin gs from the past and to keep in mind
how such thin qs af f ect one's ~p~r oach to the future.

24
25

The important

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 48-9.

Cf. Childs, Reventlow, Be grich, Schottroff, Mettinger.
see bibliography.
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question here is whether the references to remembering the past give
any indication of how the memorv is to be jog ged, i.e. is the memory
fed by oral or by written sources.

Unfortunately the OT is once

again e~arse in providin g clues.
Of some use, however, is Josh. 1:13:

The implication is that the com ~and that th e tribes involved are
to remember was delivered to them or ~lly by Moses.

Once again,

however, this fails to distinguish between recitation and preservation.
Moses certainly qave this com~and orally as c2n be seen by the
negotiations in Num. 32, but the possibility exists th 2t in giving
charge of the matter to Eleazer and Joshua a writ t en a greement co uld
have been drawn up.

Certainly this is the type of legal agreement

one would expect to have been written.

The fact that no such

document is menti nned does not eliminate the possibility of its
existence.
Also of particular interest is Deut. 32:7:
1lil 1li nll~ ll,l D71Y n,n, ,~r
17 11nN,l 7,JpT 1iA,l 7,lN 7N~

The use of the roots ill and inN make very clear the memory in
this instance is to be fed by oral means.

But the implication of

asking the father or the elder is certainly related to the idea of
teaching (cf. Ex. 12:26f; Deut. 6:2Off; Josh. 4:6f) and may be a
different situati on.

As will be discussed below, teaching, although

performed orally, does not preclude the existence of written sources.
A most suggestive oassage, however, is Deut. 25:17:

Here Moses reminds the people of the bitter relationship that exists
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between t hem and the Amalekites.
Ex. 17:14,

1901 l11JT n~T lnJ

of the Amale kite situation.

But given the instruct i ons of
there is indicated a written tradition

,

Whether or not such a source is here

directly a llu ded to by Mases is not clear, but in light cf Exodus 17
i t is mo re than merely a possibility.
The no minal form, l11JT, can refer to some sort of item the
pur po s e of which is to call something to remem brance.

But while a

can take many forms--cu l tic object (Ex. 39:6-7), festival

111JT

(Ex. 12:14; Lev. 23:24), stela or cairn (Josh. 4:~), even ~ritten
text (Ex. 17:14; Mal. 3:16), et al.--the role it plays in transmission
is not cer t ain.

It serves to remind, but to remind of well known

tra diti ona l content or of well established documented texts is not
known.
The use of 1JT

offers no real evidence as to the way in which

the me ~or y of the peo ple was to be jogged, that is, the way in which
the tradition to be reme mbered was available to the people.
It must be observed in connection with the idea of remembering
that at various stages of Israel's history, traditions concerning
earlier ti mes were known.

In other words the time of the monarchy

remembered tra ditions from the times of the Jud ges, the prophets knew
pentateuchal traditions, etc.

Biblical schol arship exh i bits an

abund ance of studies ident i fyin q the prese nce of earlier traditions
in later sources.

From the context of the OT itself it is very clear

that Israel was aware of her own history (cf. Jud. ll:44ff; Jere.
26:16ff; Zech. 7:7, 12; et al.).

But the nature of the problem cf

transmission is pointed out by the Chadwicks: •••• it ~ay be noted
here t hat the early prophets Amas, Hosea, and Isaiah frequently
refer to incidents in the Hexateuch, though it is uncertain whether
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they knew these from writ t en texts or from oral tradition~n 26

Mnemonic Aids
Rel ate d to the idea o f memory is the apparent use of mnemo nic
aids to help the process of remember i ng.

It has be en noted by

Gandz that the OT does reflect the use of certain mnemonic devices
to aid in memory of specific things. 27

As Vansina points out,

mnemonic devices such as knot t ed cords, c arved sticks, melodic lines,
rhythmic patterns, et al. are very important in oral traditions as
. d s. 28

81

The important Deut. 6:6-9 pericope seems to reflect a use

of such devices.

Gandz 29 arques that in this pass ag e three methods

of preservati on are listed:

1)

memory ( 111'7 '7y •••

Pi11

) ,

2)

knotted symbol on the hand, and 3) writing on the door posts.

a

He

further argues that the three are listed in order of importance.
Yet this is hardly satisfactory.

The entire point of the pericope

is not to describe how the law is to be • reserved and transmitted,
rather it is to emph asiz e the need for t he intention of the law to
be constantly on the minds of the pe ople as they go about their
daily activities; so it can beco me a part of their being, as it were.
So it not only is to be kept in mind and reflected upon (711'7 '7y),
but it is to be kept visible (on the door posts), and there is to be

26

H.M. and N.K. Chadwick, The Grow th of Literature, Cambridge,
1936, Vol. II, P• 718.
27
Gandz, "Oral Tradi tio n in the Bible," pp. 254-5.
28

J. Vansina, Oral Traditio n: A Study in Historical Methodology,
Chicago, 1965, pp. 36-9.
29

Gandz, "Oral Tradition in the Bible," po. 254-5.
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a symbolic reminder that one can carry everywhere (binding on the
hands).

The knot on the hand surely is to serve the same function

as the tassels and cord of Num. 15:37-40.

The purpose is not

transmission, rather it is so that none of the people are ever without reminder of their res o~nsibility to the law.

Num. 15:39 makes

this rather clearr

n,n, n,~n ~J nM an,JTl inM an,M,, n~,~~ CJ~ n,n,
... , CJll~ ,,nM ,,nn M~1 anM an,~y,
The reminder is "so that they will do them."

The mnemonic device

is in evidence, but hardly for the purpose of oral transmission.
Rather it is for the purpose of jog 1inq the memory so the people can
(as the English idiom quite properly translates 1ll~ ~y ,,n) "keep
in mind" who they are and what they are to be doing.

By analogy,

a wedding ring is not a transmission of the tradition of the marriage

liturgy, but it is an ever present reminder of a status that is to
be kept in mind and which affects the activities one chooses in the
course of his life.

In the Deut. passage there is a transmission

factor in the command to teach the children which will be discussed
below, but this is not the purpose of the mnemonic aid either.
In a similar vein, Nielsen argues for the use of alohabetic
acrostic compositions as indicative of a mnemonic device for
oral transmission.
This is interestino evidence of the fact that the circles
that were familiar with the art of writing did not reject
the oral method of transmission. For it is difficult to
imagine any other reason for an alphabetical composition
and arranqement of the stanzas in this manner than the
wish to procure a mnemonic aid.30
A

couple of errors here, it seems, on Nielsen's part.

30

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 59-60.

First the
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fnilure to distinguish between recitation and preservation.

Th e

a cr osti c fo rm is indeed an aid to recitation, but such recitation
is not aut om ~tically the process of preservation. Secondly, there
co uld indee d be other reasons for such a compositional arrangment-a te achin g device for students (A is for apple ki nd of thing although
on a much more sonhisticated level), a stylistic device for aesthetic
pur oos e s , a • art i cular co mpositi onal form which a poet co uld cho ose
to em ol oy (like chasing a sonnet form rather than a limerick).
Nielsen's c onclusions simply

do not follow.

The ev i dence of certain mnemonic devices just is not sufficient
t o indicate with any certainty an oral situation.

The f act that

a communit y used certain gimmicks or mnemonic tools to keep certain
content in mind is very much different from the preservation of the
text of those thinqs.

Educ atin g Subseauent Generations
There are several texts where it wo uld appear that an oral
transmission is specifically the order of the day.

Indeed the

context is very clearly that of passing on the traditions to the
next generation through oral means.

Ex. 12:26-27; 13:14; Deut. 6:20ff;

31:9-13; 32 : 7; Josh. 4:4-10 all make plain reference to the fact that
the chi l dren are to be told of the events of the past, of the mighty
acts of God for his peoole.

But this is hardly suf fi cient to argue for

an oral tra dition as Nielse~ attempts to do. 31
educati on of the next generation.

31

Involved here is the

Education ent ail s an oral structure,

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 58-9.
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for a

teacher (be it a father or a regular tutor) does his teaching

in an oral fashion.

But it would be a mistake to see the preservation

of tradition being borne exclusively in such an educational process,
in such dissemination.

Once again the distinction between recitation

and preservation must be kept in mind.

The fact that fathers tell

their sons certain traditional stories does not preclude those
stories existing in a written, readable, referable form.

Oral and Written
Finally of particular siqnificance for this discussion are
several pericopes which refer to an oral and a written situation
employed at the same time for the same tradition.

These texts are

most enlightening
First is the famous Deut. 6 text, the great Shema, discussed
above.

In Deut. 6:7-9 and ag~in in 11:18-21 is the command regarding

the law of God to teach it, to speak of it constantly, and to write
it on the doorposts.

However, the whole intent of the passage seems

to be not primarily concerned with transmission of tradition but
rather with an apQeal to the peonle never to lose the perspective
of themselves as covenant-bound people.

This passage actually is

much more a reflection of the importance of piety than an attestation
to a process of preservation of tradition.

It is to be spoken of,

but the written is to be prominently available.
pv.,,o

Secondly, in two 1-e-sations (Ex. 24:3-4, 7 and Deut. 31:9-11,
24-26) it is indicated Quite clearly that Moses wrote the book of
the law ( n'1li1 igo or n,,n igo) and read it to the people, provided
for its storage, provided for its periodic rea ding.

And while it is
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recited to the peo nle in an oral fashion and is to be recited in en
oral fashinn at future times, such recitation is and is to be from
a writ t en text.

Indeed in Deut. 31:26 Moses says that the book of

the law (n11nn 1go) is to be kept as a witness (1Y7) against the
people.

It is significant that the manuscript is to be the witness,

not the re memb ered, orally presented recitation.
authentic form.

The text is the

As was noted earlier, a similar situation may be

at work in the nJ7nn og~n of I Sam. 10:25.

It is, of course, true

that these verses deal with legal traditi on s which are certainly
a different case from historical or literary material.

It is for

this reason that the next textual examples become important.
Thirdly, both an ~istoric a l and a literary tradition are referred
to as be i ng both oral and written.

After the battle with the Amalekites

in Exodus 17, the Lord instructs Moses thusly:

Yl~o'

'JTNl

a,~, 1goJ

l11JT nNT lnJ

Here is plainly the remembrance of a particular historic a l event,
one that is re f erred to again in the OT (cf. Deut. 25:17-19; I 5am.
15:2; et al.) to illustrate the long standin g hatred between Israel
and Amalek.

While a written reference is not specifically referred

to again, and while such national hatreds become ingrown and often
nee d no j ustification, still Moses does write it down as a 111JT.
And he writes it so it will be remembered. The . written text, not
merely the verbal dissemination be g un with Joshua, is the authentication
and the preservation of the tradition.

In addition to such an

hi storical tradition being preserved textual l y, so in Deut. 31 it
is indicated that the song of Moses had a written as well as an oral
formulation.

In Deut. 31:19 the Lord commands Moses to write the

song as well as to teach it.

And it is interesting to note that the
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song is to be a witness (1y~) against the people in the same way
the Torah of 31:26 is.

In Deut. 31:22 Moses is seen doing just what

he has been told--he writes the song and teaches it to the people.
And while 31:30 shows him reciting, it is very plain that he recites
what he has already written down.
It seems that these texts where oral and written appear to
stand side by side are of particular value.

First of all it shows

that historical and literary as well as legal traditions are preserved
and transmitted in a written form.

This does not preclude their general

dissemination in any number of wavs, but it does establish their
preservati on in written form.

While the examples are not over-

whelmingly abundant, they are available.

And secondly, the important

distinction between preservation and recitation is once again made
plain.

The use of the tradition may be in the recitation, but at

least in these cases the preserved text from which such a recitation
is made is written.

Distribution of the Evidence
Within the corpus of traditional material known as the OT, there
are many types and genres of literature.

And because there are many

genres which serve many purposes and have many functi ons within the
history of Israel, it would be naive to try to apply the same criteria
to all genres or to expect what is true for one to be automatically
true for the others.

As Dorson no t es regarding any traditional corpus,

•••• the judgement may be offered that blanket judgements should
be avoided.

Tradition is not cut from one cloth." 32

On the other

hand there is the commonality grounded in the fact that all the various
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genres are the products of one cultural entity--Israel.

Again it

is to be acknowledged that even within a given entity such as Israel
there is certainly a cultural plurality.

Yet vari ous aspects of such

a culture do affect and overlap and borrow from one another.

In

Israel, as far as can be determined from the extant material, there
were a variety of traditions.

There was a legal, Torah tradition,

a prophetic tradition (or traditions), historical traditions, literary
and poetic traditions, wisdom traditions, and others as well.

The

purpose of the above discussion is to view certain manifestations of
several of these categories of tradition as to how the material
reflects the processes of transmission available and in use at that
time.

It should be clear that the evidence us e d is not oriented

strictly toward one dimension of tradition; rather there is a fair
balance between legal, prophetic, historic, literary and an assumption
that the procedures of one asoect of tradition maintenance could well
be copied and borrowed by others.

This is sionificant, for any study

of transmissi nn of tradition must include within its scooe all such
dimensions if it wishes to address the overall question of transmission
in Israel.
By the same token, the scope of this study in terms of OT
chronology has been quite limited.

It will have been noticed that

most of the evidence is drawn from the Pentateuchal books, the early
historical books, and the pre-exilic prophets.

The post-exilic

prophecies, the Psalms, the wisdom literature, and the post-exilic

32

R.M. Dorson, "The Debate over the Trustworthiness of Orel
Traditional History," Harkort, Peeters, Wildhaber (eds.),
Uolks~berlieferung, G8ttingen, 1968, p. 34.
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historical books 33 have for th e m8st part been avoided.
for this should be obvious.

The reason

There is no doubt that writing was

used as a metho d of preserv a ti on and transmission after the Exile.
And since certain of the prophets and Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles
all appe ar aft er the Exile, their ev i dence is neither controversial
nor helpful.

Indeed it is these ver y ones th at Nyberg-Engnell-et al.

claime d were res ponsible for committing the entire OT to writing.
The Ps alms likewise were avoided because of the great difficulty in
34
.
.
. d.1v1. d ua 1 per1copes.
d a t 1ng
1n

Wisdom ma terial was also avoided

because of the multitude of problems as s ociated with it.

The

selecti on of material for discussion was limited to those passages
with obvious and de ep roots in the pre-exilic times and even the
pre-monarchical times as much as possible.

While it might be argued

that this is inadequate if all these thin gs are indeed written down
in post-exilic times, nevertheless the traditi ons themselves are much
older than their post-exilic treatment.

For example, there is no reason

for a post-exilic "writer" to say Moses wrote the Amalek incident in
a book unless there was indeed a tradition of Moses writin g traditions.
There c an be no doubt th a t the traditi onal ma terial was reworked at
vari ous stages of its tr ansmissio n and perhap s extens i vely edited
and collated in the post-exi l ic period.

But these old traditi ons must

33

with the exception of the refere nce s in Chronicles to
earlier sources. see above.
34

E. g . Ps. 102:19 ( English v. 18 ) illustra te s be a utifully the
idea of wr itin g t o preserve for transmission to future generations.

n, ~~n' K1ll

DY1

,,,nN ,,,~ nNT lnJn

But if this is pre-exilic it is si qnificant for the discussion,
if it is post-exi l ic it is not.
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be t ak en seri ou sly, and it is these old traditions that are the
s ub ject of s tudy in this chapter.

Concl usions
This ch a pter ha s attempted to look at vari ous textual evidence
for the nature of pre s erv at ion and tran s mission of traditional
materi a l in Israel.
i mp ortant f or Israel.

The preservation of traditio n was obviously
Her le gal traditi on s, prophetic traditions,

historic and literary traditi ons were all maintained and available
to be re memb ered and c a lled to attention at any time.
as to how this wa s ac c om plishe d is har dly clear cut.

The evidence
It is sparse,

o ften am big uous, and n ot absolutely convincing either for oral or
for writ ten.

The evidence indeed seems to indicate that it i s unsafe

to sa y any mo re than th a t both methods were in s ome way a part of
Isr ael's t r ansmissi on, indeed th at the traditi ons cou l d be re ad ,
recited, known by heart, referred to, i.e. that the written and
or al are in some way integral parts of the process, complementin g
eac h other.

35

Dissemination and preservation are active side by side.

It must be kept in mind th a t whi l e recitation and knowing by heart
and general dissemin a tion may well have been important in Israel,
this does not autom at ic a lly preclude written texts from which the
tra di ti on co uld be read or le ar ned and certainly preserved.
The evi dence discussed in this chapter leads to the conclusion
that the supoor ters of an or a l transmission situation in Israel as
firs t expres s ed by the Up os a la scholars have not proven their point

35

"
G. W. Ahlstrom,
"Oral and Written Transmission: Some
Considerations," HTR, 59 (196 6 ) pp. 69-81.
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and indeed have made some major errors in argument.
First, it is highly suggestive that the ability to read and
write may have been widespread in Israel.

The tools were readily

av ailable; the traditi on of using written documents even for literary
works wa s q uite old.

While the evidence is hardly conclusive, one

i s hard pres s ed to argue for the kind of subordination of writing in
. l sen. 36
I sr a e 1 as d• es N1e
Secondly, and of great significance, the Scandinavians and
their followers failed to make the important distinction between
recit ation and preservation.

This can be illustrated by calling

attention to the words of the supporters of the Uppsala position
themselves.

En gnell says:

It is also likely that sacral texts, such as the Psalms,
were written down early--in this case, in order to aid
the memory, but primarily in order to facilitate a
norm a tive control and to give the sacral texts canonical
sanction.37
He goes on to add that in application, however, memory and oral
presentati on of the codes, rituals, psalms, etc. was the order of
the day.

He fails to notice that such oral recitation must then

be de pendent on the written text for its authority and accuracy.
Therefore the presentation may be oral, but the preservation is
written.

Likewise North:

"In ancient times books were rare, and

it has been asserted tha t they were in t ended not so much to be read,
·

as for reference in case memory should fail."

36

38

Again the point is

Nielsen, Oral Tradition, pp. 40ff.

37

I. Engnell, A Rigid Scrutiny, Vanderbuilt University Press,
Nashville, 1969, p. 6.
38

C.R. North, "The Place of Oral Tradition in the Growth
of the Old Testament," fI, 61 (1949/50) P• 292.
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missed that if this is inde P. d the case, then i t is the written wherein
lies the authentic and authoritative transmission; for the oral
must always refer to and c onform to it.

Widengren argues for

writing: "But learnt by heart, read aloud and dictated, the texts
were nevertheles s alw avs written and this wa s their manner of
transmission." 39 (italics his).

However, he never seems fully aware

of the recitation-preservation distinction.

It is Fohrer who most

clearly sees the error:
In the instan c es cited by Nielsen, we are not dealing with
oral tradition itself, but with the ap oropriation of traditions
already extant in writing, so that written tradition is in
fact as s umed. Failure to distinguish between oral transmission
of traditions not yet committed to writing and ap propriation
of written texts for the ourpose of or a l recitation leads to
erroneous conclusions.40
Therefore, simply because an i t em is recited does not automatical l y
preclude the existence of written documents from which the recitation
is read, le ~r ned, transmitted to subsequent generations of reciters.
And finally, the Biblical ev id ence itself certainly allows
room for a well developed process of written transmission.

As was

noted e 3rlier, writing in its first development was for the purpose
of authenticating leg al and economic matters.
a dis pute, writ t en sources could be consulted.

In the case of
Likewise in Israel,

the early written Torah served to authenticate the institution of
the covenant in Isr a e l.

The

i111ni1 1DD

was a witness

(1y~,

cf.

Deut. 31:2 6 ) against the peo • le, that is it authenticated a certain

39 G. Widengren, Literary and Psychological Aspects of the
Hebrew Prophet, uu8, 1948, pp . 90-1.
40

Fohrer, Introduction, p. 38
also cf. ~itchen, see above p. 53.
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le gal and theological posture on their part.

It is Quite possible

th a t other traditions of Israel likewise served to authenticate her
va rious social, oolitical, reli qious institutions.

The stories of

David the kin g , for example, may we ll be more than sim ply stories
for the s ake of entertainment or historical information, they may
serve to authenticate the Davidic line in Israel.

This being the

c ase the traditions of David would ne e d to be available in a manner
in which they could be consulted and in which they would be preserved
a ga in s t t ampering.

The hatred of Amalek, while perhaps ingrained,

nonetheless receives certain authenticati on by being available in
written form.

The strength of such institutions indicates that they

mu s t have been authentic ated in some way and is highly suggestive
of written transmission of tradition in Israel.
be a rgued c nnclusively.

But this can hardly

In light of the evidence, however, neither

can a strictly oral process be argued conclusively.

While it is

certainly true tha t the OT material was reworked and re-edited at
many st a ge s in its development to the form in which it is now known,
nevertheless the evidence is suggestive that perhaps modern scholarship sho uld consider the possibility that much of Israel's tradition
was indeed preserved in document form from a very early time.

Chapter IV:

The Elements of Oral Tradition and Their Application
to the Old Testament

The second angle of approach to the question of oral tradition
th a t equally needs reinvestigation and reevaluation is the method
taken up at the initiation of comparative literature scholars which
seeks to identify those elements common to traditions involved in
oral composition and transmission.

Ha ving identified such elements,

their statistical occurrence can be observed in any corpus of
traditional material.

From this it is argued that evaluation can be

made as to what extent such a corpus reflects the transcripti on of
an originally oral literature.
my M. Parry and A.B. Lord. 1

This is primarily the method developed

This they did through their field studies

among the Serbocroatian poets and their subsequent application of
their findings to the classical Homeric studies.
Through field studies, such as the Parry-Lord work among the
Serbocroatian poets, certain basic informati on about composition
and transmission in an oral situation is established by direct
observation.

Parry-lord and their followers ident~fy as the common

elements of such oral composition formula, formulaic system, and theme.
The value of the identification of these elements is that their
occurr en ce ap pears to be, a s Culley notes, •••• clearly a universal
phenomenon in t he sense that i t is likely to be found wherever
literature exists." 2

1

oral

Text studies, on the other hand, attempt to

see discussi on above, Chapter II.

2

R. Culley, Oral Formulaic Language in the Biblical Psalms,
University of Toronto Press, 1967, p. 8.
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determine the presence of these elements, established as universal

in the field study, in texts where no direct evidence of its transmissi on is available in order to determine the presence of lack of
oral style.

As Parry argued:

"The principles of oral form thus

gotten wo uld be useful ••• in the study of th e great poems which have
come down to us as lonel y relics of a dim pa st:

we would know how

to work backwar ds from their form so as to learn how they must
have been made."

3

The approach, then, basically se eks to ap oly

what has been le arned from specific field studies and appears to be
universal in oral traditi nn to texts of material that has ceased to
be livin g tradition but is simply a r emnant of the distant past.
The claim is that when such elements are identified to a signif.icant
percentage there is great possibility of oral tradition standing
behind the written text.

With reg ard to OT studies:

"The next step

is simply to an a lyze the relevant parts of the Old Testament in the
light of what is known of the characteristics of oral literature to
see if oral ch aracteristics are present to any significant degree."

4

The purpose of t his chapter, however, is not to see what results
from the application of this technique to OT texts, 5 rather it is to

3

M. Parry, unpublished notes quoted in A.B. Lord,The Singer of
Tales, Cambridge, 1960, p. 3.
4

R. Culley, "An Approach to the Problem of Oral Tradition,"
VT, 13 (1963) p. 125.
5

Culley's studies in the Psalms (Oral ••• Biblical Psalms)
has shown mixed and uncertain results. Like@ise the author's study
("The Song of Deborah: doe s it reflect Oral Composition," unpublished
paper presented at Dropsie University, January, 1976) and unpublished
notes of other Biblical songs (Song of the Sea, Hannah's Song, Salaam's
Oracles, Song of Moses, et al.) show equally uncertain results.
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question the validity of the technique in the first place.

The point

is not to question that these elements (formula, formulaic system,
theme) are elements of oral compositi on--Parry-Lord have shown rather
cle arly t hat they are.

Rather the poi nt is this:

does the presence

of such elements necessitate the identification of the text in which
they oc c ur as of an oral n a ture?

"

Culley himself raises the question:

if or a l ch aracteristics are • resent in a text, is it correct to

c onclude that such a text is a record of an oral performance?

Dr to

put it another way, _does the presence of formulas and formulaic
phr a se s alwa vs indic a te oral composition? 116

While he goes on to

acknowledge that there is no hard and fast rule or guarantee, he
still as s umes that a high statistical percentage of the elements of
or a l co mposition indic ates an oral background.

This study questions

this as an a priori assumption.
In addition to the three elements of the Parry-Lord method,
the use of fixed word pairs in poetry has also been suggested as an
element of oral composition.

Whallon, Gevirtz, Yoder 7 all argue,

es pecially in Hebrew and Semitic poetry, that such is the case.
Again the assumption is that the higher the percentage of occurrence
of standard word pairs in a given text the closer it reflects an
oral st age of development.

This, too, will be challenged as an

a priori assumption.
The purpose of this chapter is to look at each of these elements
of oral composition in light of their application to ancient,
particularly Biblical texts.

6

7

It will hopefully become apparent

Culley, Oral••• Biblical Psalms, p. 21.
see bibliography.
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that they simply are not adequate criteria for judgihzy

the composition

or transmission of said texts.
Finally the technique of comparin g parallel occurrences of
the s ame text or tradition in an effort to evaluate the variations
will be discussed.

The idea is that certain variations in parallel

texts may reflect the type of variation that would arise were the
text bein g transmitted orally or the type that would occur in a
writ t en tr ansmission.

But this, too, will be shown to be inadequate

for determining the oral or written background of a text.

Formula
The first and foremost of the elements identified by Parry-Lord
as one of the basic building blocks of oral cnmposition is the
formula.

This is defined by Parry as "a group of words which is

re qul arly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a
given essential idea." 8

Culley modifies this definition slightly

in his ap olication of the method to Biblical Psalms:

"A formula

in oral poetry is a repeated group of words the length of which
cor r es oonds to one of the divisions in the poetic structure •••• " 9
The whole point is that an oral poet, in order to facilitate his
creation or re-creation of a traditional piece, has at his disposal
an entire st ock pile of pre-fabricated phrases specifically designed
to fit the traditional metrical pattern and to express a common

8

I.

M. Parry, "Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse Making: ·
Homer and the Homeric Style," HSCP, 41 (1930) p. 81.
9

Culley, Oral ••• Biblical Psalms, p. 10.
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traditional idea applicable to most anv situation.

As field studies

have shown, this is indeed a tool of the oral poet.

And as Parry

showed, Homer is abounding with such formulae.
But it would seem to be a mistake to thereby assume that material
that ap oe ars to have a heavily formula content is of necessitv a
remnant of or a l composition.

For even if such formulae do have their
/

origin in an oral situa tion, they become the cliches of the language.
/

And because thev are the cliche expressi ons of the language, they can
be drawn on by anyone familiar with the conventions of the language.
The average man in the street can spice his conversation with well
known poetic phrases, and indeed anv creative poet--oral or writing-can draw on and emplov them.
familiar allusion, or to cover

An y composer either for effect, for

PW

lack of talent can draw on those

phrases that are standard in his medium.

Their presence in his work

in no way necessitates that he is an oral bard.
This can be illustrated easily.

It is clear, for example, in

post-Biblical Jewish materiel, likewise in Samaritan literature
that familiar quotes from the Pentateuch are interspersed throughout
hymns and poetic works that are most certainly written compositions.
Likewise much of the hymnic literature from Qumran exhibits the same
thing.

Regarding the Qumran hymns, Gaster says, "It is true that

they are,in the main, mosaics of Biblical quotes

.... 1110

The stylistic

practice of such literature seems to have been to produce essentially
a pastiche of well known Biblical references or allusions.

The fact

that each of these bodies of literature exhibit what could be

10

T.H. Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures, third edition, Anchor
Press/Doubleday, Garden City, 1976, p. 120.
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co nsidered a high formulaic content is never taken as a sign of
or a l ba c kground.

Similarly,

in Greek literature:

Greene argues re gardin g the elegy form

"Epic diction, Homeric remin i scenses, naturally

a bo und; th ey fit the occasion as well as the metre, and serve as
ornament.

Thi s is not necessarily a sign of oral composition; it is

fr ank borrowin g from the familiar sources; and xoi.w. -r6. -rwv cpO.. wv. 1111
Wittig in an article on formulaic style notes that formulae continue
to appe ar in traditional material at times when it is no longer a
to ol of or a l co mposition.

12

In other words, there is enough material

of an obviously written nature which also has a sizeable content of
formulae that it becomes clear that the presence of such formulae
can hardly be indic a tive of an oral tradition at work in a specific
text.
In the OT there do appear to be certain phrases that may well
represent formulae common and familiar in Israel.
1)

For example:

n,n, 111l--Gen. 9:26; 24:27; Ex. 18:10; I Sam. 25:32, 39;
II Sam. 18 :28; et al.
Also as n,n, 1J1l in Jud. 5:2, 9; et al.
Also with other forms of t he divine name.

2)

,,on

D71Y7 7 J l1D 7 J n,n,, ,,,~-Ps. 106:1; 107:1;
136:1 (with sec ond stroohe as a rep eated refrain);
118 :1, 29 (with second strophe as occasi onal refrain);
I Chron. 16:34; Jere. 33:11 (somewhat expanded).

3)

inn ,,., n,n,7 ,,,., --Ps. 33:3; 96:1; 98:1; 149:1; Is. 42:10.

4)

(nnH1) 10n l11 D7 D~
34:6; Num. 14:18; Ps. 86:15;
103:8; Joel 2:13; Jon. 4:2.

5)

,,~--Ex.

such familiar phrases as n,n, ,n~ nJ and n,,77n
be considered formulaic in nature.

may also

11

W.C. Greene, "The Spoken and the Written Word," HSCP,
60 (1951) P• 34.
12

s. Wittig, "Formulaic Style and the Problem of Redundancy,"
Centrum, 1 (1973) pp. 123-36.
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There are many others.

13

But in each of these cases the presence

of such familiar phrases is hardly a clear indicator of oral background.

Equal l y as possible and perhaps more probable is that such
I

phrases were conventions, cliches of the culture and the liturgy
and the literature.
The presence of formulae, even to a high percentage, can
hardly be a valid criterion for judging the oral nature of a
tradition.

Formulaic System
The so-called formulaic system is closely related to the formula
but provides a much more flexible tool for the oral composer in that
it provides patterns rather than strict phrases to be used in improvisati on.

Parry's definition is a little vague:

"a group of phrases

which are enough alike in thought and word s to leave no doubt that
the poet who used them knew them not only as single formulas, but
also as formulas of a certain type." 14
up the definiti on considerably:

Culley for his use tightens

"A formulaic system may be described

as a group of phrases having the same syntactical pattern, the same
metrical structure, and at least one ma j or lexical item in common."
While Culley may be a little restrictive and Parry a little too
open ended in definin g a formulaic system, the concept of the
phenomenon itself is not difficult to underst and.

13

Indeed the term

a study of Culley, Oral ••• Biblical Psalms, will show a
sizBable number of pos s ible formulae in the Psalms.
14
15

Parry, "Studies .••• Homeric Style."
Culley, Oral••• Biblical Psalms, p. 12.

15
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formulaic system is perhaps po orly chosen and misleading.

It does

not re pres ent a system of formulae, rather a structure in which t he
rigidity of the formula is relaxed.

Such a formulaic structure

allows the s pecific se gm ents of a known formula or structure to b£
chan ged or substituted for without losin g its clearly reco gnizable
familiarity.

For example, in En qlish "A rose by any other name" is

a familiar line.

But in a given context one might choose to say

"A thief by any other name" and thus use the line as a formulaic
system, adaptable and usable in a variety of contexts, yet recognizable
as a play on a particular pattern.

Not only does an oral poet

have at his disposal a stock pile of established formulae, he also
has a stock pile of established patterns. By employing an entire
stock of formulae and pat t erns and by shuffling in different words
or phrases an oral poet would have at his disposal a virtually
infinite number of formulaic structures with which to re-create and
re-perform traditional pieces.
However, the same question must be raised as was for formula.
It is granted that such formulaic systems are the tool of the oral
poet, but does their presence in a given body of material necessitate
its identification as oral?

Given the nature of language and the

metrical demands placed on it by poetry and the recurrence of certain
themes or motifs in a culture's literature, it seems that certain
patterns would naturally occur repeatedly.

Indeed that certain patterns

would become conventions of a particular genre is to be expected.
For example, In English limerick form, "There was a young girl from
Nantucket" has infinite variations and yet is instantly recognizable
as a formulaic system.

The structure and meter and motif are

conventions of the limerick form.

Vet no one would presume that
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every limerick exhibiting such an opening line is an oral composition
even thou qh its presence makes the piece 20% formulaic to begin with.
The point is that such conventions are available to a literary composer
as well as an oral one.

And the system is perh8ps better seen not as

a tool of the oral poet only, but a convention of literature in general.
Indeed a sign of creativity may well be what new twists can be given
to old allusions and formulae.

But this hardly requires an oral

situation.
The po s sibilities of the use of formulaic systems in the OT
are many.

One example will serve to illustrate.
D"ll '7y nlN llY ijHI : Ex. 20:5
"NJ~', D"Yl1 '7y1 0"~'7~ '7y

D"ll "ll '7y1 D"ll ',y nllN llY i?n
D"Yl1 '7Yl 0"~'7~ '7y
D"ll ',y nllN llY i?n
n"Yl1 '7y1 0"~'7~ ',y

Ex. 34:7

Num. 14:18

nn11< llY c'7~1Jl : Jere. 32:18
cn.,,nN D"ll ?"n '7y
The minor variatio ns of the first three occurrences are plain, and
the rather complete restatement by Jeremiah is equally plain.
even with such a restatement, the allusion is not lost.

But

Also compare

a possible formulaic relationshi o of these with the following:
D"ll '7y nllN ln1lP 11<'7:- . Deut. 24:--16
nllN ',y ,nn,., N'7 D"lll
, nlJP H<Dnl ~"M
nllJ" lllYl ~"N "J: Jere. 31:-30

A detaile d analysis is hardly necessary here.

The apparent dependencies

on an obviously common, familiar, and well known formulation of a
popular idea should be clear.

But there appears to be no reason to

assume th at access to such a common formulation is limited to oral
com positinn or transmission.

Any use or allusion to such a formulaic
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system is no guara ntee of an oral tradition.

Theme
Them e , like f orm ul a ic system, is a poor choice of terms.
What is bein g referred to is the reco gnition of motifs.
obvi ously play an im por tant role in any literature.

Motifs

The standard

ritual for the deliverin g of a mess age by a messenger, the standard
ritual surroundin g a ban quet are commonly known from ANE literature.
A quick skim of a work such as Gaster's Myth 1 Legend, and Custom

16

will show the abundance of recognizable an d often repeated motifs
reflected in OT usa ge.

In the scheme as worked out by Par r y-Lord

and the comparative literature students, the definiti on of this
phenomenon is stated thusly:

"A theme is a 'recurrent element of

narration or description in traditional oral poetry.'
typical scene or stock description." 17

It is a

"Just as formulas and

patterns of formulaic s ystems provide the poet with ready-m a de
phrases, so themes provide the poet with rea dy-made scenes and

. t·ions. "18
d escr1p
Once ag a in, while a stock pile of standard th em es 19 and

16 T.H. Gaster, Myth, Legend, and Custom in t he Old Tes t ament,
Harper & Row, New York, 1969.
17 Culley, Oral ••• Biblical Psalms, P• 17. Internal quote from
A.B. lord, "Composition by Theme in Homer and Southslavic Epos,"
TRAPA, 82 (1951) p. 73.
18 Culley, Or a l ••• Biblical Psalms, P• 18.
19 Although "motif" is preferable, the term "theme" will
be continued for the sake of convenience since it has a common
usage - and acce ptance in the discussion of oral composition.
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descriptions is certainly a part of the stock-in-trade of an oral
poet, there seems little reason to assume their presence is automatically indicative of oral background.

Even though a theme is

traditi onal or folkloristic in ch aracter, it could still be drawn
from a liter a ry tradition. 20

Such themes and scenes and descriptions,

perhaps even more so than formulae and formulaic systems, are the
communa l pos s ession of a culture and a tradition.

They are things

th a t become a common part of story telling in a given society.
No one needs to tell a child that witches wear black hats and ride
brooms, and any story about witches had better include black hats
and brooms or it will be met with icy rejection by the tradition.
No one ha d to tell the average Ugarit citizen that the third bird
brought down by Daniel in the Aqht myth would have traces of fat
and bone in it or that the third city cursed would be the guilty one.
The theme of three is nearly universal.

Indeed had the good Samaritan

been the sec on d or fourth man al ong, the parable of Jesus would have
lost much of its impact.

No one had to tell an Israelite that the

app ea rance of the serpent in the garden was going to be trouble.
The serpent as a theme of evil or at least of trouble is a common one
going back even to the Gilgamesh story where a serpent robs him of the
plant of immortality for which he has striven so long.

Such themes

and conventions are built into the process of story telling.

Any

story teller--professional bard, father at bed-time, novelist--has
access to, knows, and uses them.

20

The use of common themes is not

this is argued by J. van Seters, "Problems in the Literary
Analysis of the Court History of David," JSOT, 1 (1976) pp. 22-29
and in other articles. see bibliography.
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confined to ancient literature but abounds in various forms of modern
literature as well.

"A few hours spent with Star Trek or Mission

Imo ossible will indicate how thoroughly some modern popular narratives-like traditi onal narrative, meant for a mass audience--are structured
by formulaic components." (i.e. common themes).

21

The same applies

t o the readin g of modern novels, short stories, even comic books.
Yet the occurrence of repeated themes in these instances is never
as s umed to be indicative of oral background.

They are seen simply

as common literary themes.
Themes, motifs, are part of traditions and can be used and re-used
and borrowed and re-borrowed, but they can hardly be limited to oral
traditions and can hardly be used as criteria for judging the
"oralnes s " of ancient texts.

Fixed Word Pairs
The f act that Hebrew poetry is marked by a parallelistic
constructi on ha s been recognized since the work of Bishop Lowth
in the 18 th century.
in 1935 22

But it was the observation of H.L. Ginsberg

that part of the construction of such parallelism in

both Ug a ritic and Hebrew literature was built on specific pairs of
words used in parallel relationship.

In other words, a specific word

in strophe A would be oaralleled by another specific word in strophe
B,and that these two words would occur again and again together as

21

s.

Wittig, "Theories of Formulaic Narrative," Semeia,

5 (1975) P• 84.
22

H.L. Ginsberg, "The Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu,"
Drientalia, 5 (1935) pp. 171-2.
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parallels could be documented.

Observin g and developing this fact

further were Cas s uto 23 and Held 24 wh o isol a ted and identified a
sizeable list both in Ugaritic and Hebrew of what are called fixed
word pairs, two words th a t nearly alwa ys apoear in association
together usually in a parallel situation.

Thus a poet would have

at his disposal an entire stock of ready-made parallels which could
function in similar fashion to a formulaic system.

The poet would

not have to grasp for a "rhyme," he would have a sizeable number of
them at his fingertips.
traditional pairs.

And they wo uld be well known and familiar

Thus the fixed word pairs co uld be characterized,

as did Ginsber g , as "the regular stock-in-trade of Canaanite poets."

25

Drawin g on the work of Ginsberg, Cassuto, and Held, and under
. fl uence o f th e Parry- Lor d ma t er1a
. 1 , Gev1r
. t z 26 and Yoder 27
th e in
suggested that such standard word pairs may represent a formulaic
type situation and be the tool of the oral composer.

Thus their

occurrence would be a gauge of the oral nature of a given text.
Indeed, Yoder lists as one of his cnnclusions:

"Those poems which

indicate a high reliance by the poet on A-8 pairs were orally composed.

23

U. Cassuto, "Parallel Words in Hebrew and Ugaritic,"
Leshonenu, 15 (1947) pp. 97-102.
also u. Cas s uto, "n,JyJJ n11DD1 n,N,?n n11Do
," Tarbiz,
13 (1942) PP• 197-212 and 14 (1942) pp. 1-10.
also U. Cassuto, nly n~Nn , Jerusalem, 1953.
24
M. Held, "More Parallel Word Pairs in the Bible and in the
Ugaritic Documents," Leshonenu, 18 (1953) pp. 144-60.
25

Ginsberg, "The Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu," PP• 171-2.

26

s. Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, Studies
in Ancient Oriental Civilization, No. 32, The University of Chicago
Press, 1963.
27

P. Yoder, "A-8 Pairs and Oral Composition in Hebrew Poetry,"
VT, 21 (1971) pp. 470-489.
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Those poems which show littl e reliance on these oral compositional
. wr1. t.1ng. "28
un it s wer e co mpose d 1n
and Yoder is Whallon

29

In basic a gre ement with Gevirtz

who also sees the importance of fixed word

pa irs as an oral compositi onal tool and thereby a si gn of oral
background.
Once aga in, however, it seems necessary to raise the same
ob j ection.

Why does the presence, even in abundance, of standard,

fa miliar word pairs necessarily presuppose an oral tradition?

Is it

not equally as possible, and perhaps more probable, that combinations
such as ~N1 and 1P1P (cf. UT 127:56-57; UT 2 Aqht VI 36-7; UT 67
VI 15-16; Gen. 49:26; Deut. 33:16; Ps. 68:22; et al.) or
J.nT

tJDJ

and

(cf. Is. 13:17; 40:19; 46:6; Jere. 10:9; Hos. 2:10; et al.)
/

are simply standard cliches of the language like "ham-and-eggs" or
the "moon-spoon-June" type of popular song?

The very structure of

Hebrew poetry requires pa rallel usage and it se ems natural that
certain combinations for aesthetic or al l iterative or thematic or
whatever reasons would appear re pe atedly.

And by doing so they

I

would naturall y become traditional cliches that could be drawn upon
and employed by any artist, be he of oral or written technique.
Their use may well be part of the traditional st yl e but not necessarily
indicative of compositional method.
The OT is without a doubt filled with examples of the use of
fixed word pairs that are well attested elsewhere in itself and in

28
29

Yoder, "A-8 Pairs••• Hebrew Poetry," p. 489.

W. Whallon, "Formulaic Poetry in the Old Testament,"
Comp arative literature, 15 (1963) pp. 1-14.
also W. Whallon, "Old Testament Poetry and the Homeric Epic,"
Comparative Literature, 18 (19 66) pp. 113-131.
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Ugaritic literature. 30

Indeed, traditional pieces in the OT often

reflect a hi qh occurrence of fixed word pairs. 31

But to assume this

is any t hin q more than the use of traditional poetic expressions and
st ylistic de vioes is perhaps assuming mor e than the lo gic 8f the
si tuat i on will allow.

It does not follow that this is thereby an

in di c a ti on of or a l tr aditi on.

Co mparison of parallel traditions
Inde pendent of the Parry-lord method i s the ap pro ach o f Ringg ren 32
a nd Culley

33

which looks at these instances of pa r allel traditions

in the OT (e.g. II Sam. 22//Ps. 18 ; Is. 2:2-4//Mic. 4:1-3; Gen . 12:10-20//
Gen . 20/ / Ge n . 26:1 -13; I Sam. 23 :14-24: 23/ /1 Sam . 26:1 -25; et al.)
and attempts to determine fr om the va riati ons betwe en the parallels
the nature of the transmis s ion th at would have resu l ted in such ty pes

30

a quick glance at L.R. Fisher (ed.), Ras Sham ra Para llels,
An ~l ect a ~ri ent a lia, PIB , Rome, No. 49, 1972 and No. 50, 1975
will give so me indication of how wid es prea d this phenomenon really is.
31

e. g . the Song of Deborah exhibits nine such pairs with
par a llels otherwi s e in the OT and in Ugaritic.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

.... ..

D.Y
PTt<i1
11lT

PD"

1nni,.,

){Fl i,

...
l .. . '7
,.,
' ..

, ., i,

vs • 2' 9
v• 3
v• 3
v . 13
v. 26

6)
7)
8)
9)

... .Y
...
... D"lJD
... i1t<Dn

l" i,;i
D., Flt,
D., Flt,
l'?n

i1 J
Y,N

.

v. 29
vs. 4-5
v. 20
v. 25

In add i tion , Deborah reflects some 30 instances where a root is used
to par a llel it self, also considered by Yoder ("A- 8 Pairs ••• ," pp . 472-3)
to be a type of fixed pa ir.
32

H. Ringgren, "Oral and Writt en Tra nsmi s sion in the Old
Test ament," ST , 3 (1949) pp. 34-59.
33

R. Culley, Studies in the St ructu re of Hebrew Narrative,
Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1976.
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of variations.

While Culley is dealing primarily with prose passages

an d is ver y cautious (although he t ends to lean toward an oral
situati on of som e kind), Rin gg ren deals with poetic texts and concludes
in ne arl y ever y c ase that the discrepancies arise as a result of oral
tr ansm i s s i on.
It is true th a t in transmission errors or variations can and do
arise.

It is e qually true that different modes of transmission would

pro duce different types of variations.

Oral transmission would

pr od uce errors of the ear or of the memory while written transmission
wo ul d pro duce errors of the eye.

Errors of the ear might include

the substitution of homonyms, the misdivision of phrases, the confusion
of similar sounding phonemes (e.g. ~-o, ~-T, M-Y, et al.).

Errors

of memor y mi ght include transpositi Gn of words or phrases, omission
of words or phrases, addition of explanatory words or phrases, use
of s ynonyms for ori ginal words.

Errors of the eye might include

ditto graphy, haplo graphy, metathesis, confus i on of similar shaped
letters (e.g. c-o, 1-J-1-1-l, 1-1 , or in old script

~- <g ,

~-A,"\-'\,

et al.), improper word division (e.g. failure to recognize

the old enclitic mem and the affixing of it to the following word}.
A case can well be made for the occurrence of nearly all of these
possibilities in the OT.
But a broader perspective must be taken.

The question arises~

does an app arently auditory error necessitate oral transmission?

It

seems that there are several other possibilities at work in transmission
that must not be overlooked or written off too easily.
First, auditory errors could well arise in the copying process
of scribes.

If, as indications at Qumran and other places seem to

show, several copies of texts were made at one time by one scribe
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reading while several others copied, errors of the ear could make
their way into copies of various tra diti onal texts even though the
preservation and transmission of said material was in the written
document.
Secondly, even if some of the par a llels do re present someone
recalling from memory a traditi onal text and relatin g it with the
type of mistakes memory can produce, this is no guarantee that he
is not remembering and quotin g from a written source.

Nor is it any

guarantee that he is not relating the quote in a written product of
his own.
Thirdly, the possibility must always be kept in mind that
traditi ons and various pieces could be reworked or retold or reedited
for any number of political, theological, etc. purposes.

Offensive

or archaic or difficult words or phrases could be smoothed out and
made more palatable for a new audience.

Just as connotations and

ideas and ex pressions change in modern language usage, so they did
for ancient s ocieties.

That a particular word or expression had
I

become socially offensive or merely passe and was doctored in a
new application might not be so apparent to the modern scholar who
is so far removed from the particular sitz im leben of language
development.
Fourthly, it must be kept in mind that the OT in many ways does
represent a mosaic of different traditions from different times and
locales.

Trad i tions about Father Abraham may well have different

twists in different locations or at different times.

In the process

of collecting them, there may be some attempt at harmonization, or
parallel accounts may be kept and included with each one retaining
certain amounts of its individuality while sharing with each other
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the commonality of the tradition.

The presence of different

traditi ons concerning the s ame figure or event does not necessitate
one bein g indebted to or de pendent on the other.

They may merely

be par a llel traditional accounts the simil arities of which are based
on t he commo n ex perience and the variati ons of which are based on
va r yin g viewpoints or interpretation.

Analogous is the situation

of the passion narratives of the synoptic Gospels.

Similarly and

cle 2rly ba sed on the same event, they are also marked by many
variations of emphasis and theological intent.

A reading of three

different eyewitness accounts to the same automobile accident will
illustr ate the same thing.

The occurrence of parallel traditions

in the course of the OT does not require an oral situation to explain
it.
The inadequ acy of studying the variations in parallel traditions
can be seen in the studies mentioned in Cha pter II of van Seters and
Gunn.

34

Both study the same parallel traditions and each argues

from th e s am e evidence for the opposite conclusion.

There simply

are too many alternate possibilities to allow this procedure to
effectively indicate processes of transmission.

Inherent Difficulties
Adding to the difficulties of studying the question of oral or
written transmissi on of tradition as relating specifically to the
OT are sever a l problems and dangers that are simply inherent in the
situation and impose limitations on the comparative literature approach.

34

see bibliography.
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First of all, the corpus of material is relatively limited.
Culley points out:

As

"The total amount of material is small compared

to th e l a r ge amounts available to folklorists and students of
or a l liter a ture." 35

While the poetic content of the OT impresses

on e as bein g immense, it is sprea d over many genres and situations
and time s an d functions.

The prophetic oracle and the victory song

and the hymn of lament, for example, are all quite different in
form and content and expression.
of the Psalms

36

As Culley found out in his study

and others have noted as well in other areas, there

just is not enough ma terial, particularly of a single traditional
genre, to allow patterns to emerge with any degree of clarity or
certainty.

Likewise in pro s e narrative, there simply are not enough

par a llels of certain types of traditions to exhibit clear patterns.
This obvi ously cramps scholarly studies of transmission processes
rather severly and makes conclusions tentative by necessity.
Secondly, one must always be a.uare of the dangers of analogy,
of arguing the details of one situation by the details of another.
Culley, again aware of the difficulty, says:

"••· one must consider

to what extent it is legitimate and relevant to use information gained
from field studies to make statements about biblical texts." 37 Indeed
as Ringgren states:

"The greatest difficulty in determining the role

of or a l and written transmission in the O.T. results from the fact
that the argumentati on must almost entirely be carried on on the basis

35
36

37

Culley, Studies

...

Hebrew Narrative, P• 64.

Culley, Oral ••• Biblical Psalms.
Culley, Studies

...

Hebrew Narrative, P• 1.
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of analogy, since internal evidence is very scanty.

38

Especially

in regard to the material of this ch apt er, while the elements of
oral co mposition are clearly the tools of an oral tradition, one
must be c areful of assuming a universal application, especially as
a to ol for determining wh ether or not a particular corpus of material
is of an oral nature.

These things are of gre a t value in the analysis

of a tradition th a t is known ta be oral, but the converse is a
rather dangerous assumption.

Again attenti on is drawn to the remark

of Vans i na quoted in Chaoter II:
Those writers who have discussed the value of the tradition
of clas s ical antiquity ha ve worked with defective sources
which lacked the es s ential feature of oral tradition, for
they were not transmit t ed to them by live informants, and
there is a oaucity of information not to sa y complete
ignorance about the wa y in which they were ori ginally
tr ansmitted.39
Especially in li ~ht of the oue s tions rais e d in this chapter, argument
by analo gy is here particularly dang erous.
Thirdly, a more basic is s ue must be raised.

One must rem emb er

th a t in the OT scho la rs must de 2l with what is preserved for them in
written te~ts, written texts that ha ve a somewhat complex, for the
most pa rt unknown history and development.

While the effort to get

behind the written text as it st ands and t o de a l with the various
streams and la yer s of tradition that produced it is a worthy endeavor,
it must also be kept in mind that the preservation and tran s mission of
t hos e streams and la ye rs of tradition is qui te another matter.

If

t here is indeed an oral st ag e in Israel either at a very e arly period

38

39

Rin gg ren, "Or a l and Written ••• Old Testament,"

P• 34.

J. Vansina, Oral Traditi on: A Study in Historical Methodology,
Chicago, 1965, p. 3.
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or even as l a te as argued by the Scandinavians, one must still deal
wi t h the fact that the written as it now st ands is equally a product
of a lon g , co mp lex transmis sion which may have obliterated much of
the traces of the ora l stage.

By the same token, there is no way

o f knowing how much of th e presence of app arently oral elements
ar e texts writ t en in imitation of oral style.

The fact that scholars

mu s t de a l wit h texts delivered to them in a wr i tten form and not from
an or a l s o urce and the f act th at the development of th at written form
its e lf is not s atisfactorily est ab lished means that statistical
distribution of so-called oral elements is useless anyway as there
is no wa y of telling how much of it has been reiJ• rked out, or reworked
in as a stylist ic device.

The point is this:

are available in written form.

the texts being studied

The difficulty of penetrating this

form to determ i ne its earlier form ought to be self evident.
Fin ally , the bi g questi nn is:

how much of the so-called oral

/

elements are si mp ly the cliches and conventions of a traditional
liter at ure?

"Th e process of writ t en composition is quite capable of

employin g a var iety of sources, styles, and genres in its presentation
o f as t ory •••• "40

Traditions of any culture are couched in the

st y listic devices of that culture.

And stylistic devices can hardly

be confined t o oral or to written as either can borrow, copy, imitate
the other.

"•·• a written text exhibiting oral features does not

lose th e st ~t us of a written text." 41

40

J. van Seters, "Oral Patterns or Literary Conventions in
Biblical Narrative," Semeia, 5 (1976) p. 145.
41

R. Laoointe, "Tra diti on and Language: The Import of Oral
Expression," D. A. Knight (ed.), Tradition and Theology in the Old
Testament, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1977, p. 132.
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Conclusions
The conc l usi on of t hi s ch apter is simply th a t the criteria
adapted from com pa r a tive literature studie s and applied to the OT
in an ef f ort to determine the n a ture of its transmis s ion are inadequate
criteria.

The identification of formulae, formulaic systems, themes,

word pairs in the context of the OT may prove invaluable in tracing
vari ous stre ams of tradition and various developments of thought and
expression and rhetoric, but they must be considered next to useless
as indicators of proces s es of transmission.

Their value for the

traditio-historiccl method of OT scholarship may be great; their
assistance in a study of the processes of transmission is marginal
at best.

"
As Ahlstrom

points out:

However, re petiti ons and variati ons, as well as key words
and alliterations, must in the f i rst place be understood
as stylistic features and cannot be t aken exclusively as
criteria for a s pecial met ho d of com position. Why shou l d
the style of com position change when it comes to writing,42
Again from Culley:
While it was ar gued tha t the evidence ap pe ared to be compatible
with wha t mi ght be expected in or a lly co mpos e d prose, it was
conceded that the alternative suggestion of literary imitation
in a scribal tradition ••• could not be ruled out.43
I

Stylistic device, imitation of or a l st yle, cliche of the lan guage,
lack of ori ginalit y , direct or indirct quotation from earlier
sources, allusion to well know n oh r a s e s or ideas, all are possib i lities
in texts which show the presence, even the abundance, of the formulaic
elements identified by the compar at ive literature scholars as tools of

42

"
G.W. Ahlstrom,
"Oral and Writ en Tr ansmission: Some
Considerations," HTR, 59 (19 66) p. 71.
43

Culley, St udies ••• Hebrew Nar r ative, p. 65.
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oral tradition.

They simply are n ot sufficient criteri a to judge

the process of c ompositi on or tra nsmiss i ~n.
Quite apart fr om its application t o OT ma te r i a l which is of
prim ar y conc ern here, the wholE Pa rr y-Lo rd app roach may need to
be reevaluated.

The emphasis on t he identification of such t hings

as formul a and s ystem and theme ha s been perhaps misdirected.
Wha t has not been real iz ed is t hat these elements are simply part
of the nature of l i terature and co mpositi on in gener al.

Every

composer draw s on formulaic patterns common t o his communi ty.

They

are the stylistic devices and th e l i terar y conventio ns of his traditioE.
Indeed formulaic structure is a fe atur e of art in general.

In the

gra phic arts there are form ulaic wa ys by wh ich to represent certain
things pictorially.

Well known stand ard techniques can be drawn

on to indic ate sh adow, movement, fe ar , stren gth, whatever.

Musically

certain me lodic motifs, cert a in harmonic formul a e, certain compositional
structures all are well known and can be drawn on to make a musical
piece convey t n th e he arer the ex pression o f the co mposer.

All

forms of ex pres s ion make use of st anda rd designs tha t ha ve come to
be the co nventions of a given tradition.

The identificati on of these

conventions in any cor ous of traditi onal material or artistic
expression can be quite useful in disc overin g many things about that
corpus and the th oug ht pa t t erns of the s oci ety it reflects.

But to

isolate these thin gs and claim for them such a specific task as to
identify oral composition, to limit the use of such conventions solely
to the oral composer simply cannot be done.

The techn i que of

identifyin g such conventi onal elements and marking their occurrence
has grea t pos s ibilities as a tool for s tud ying the traditions of a
society.

But it cannot be an indicator of oral co mposition.
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Th e whole are a o f folklor e and co mparative literature studies would
do wel l t o review the Parry-Lord mate r ial and outline its application
in wa ys more appropriate to wh a t it has to offer .

Ch ap ter V:

Conclusi on

It is useful here to draw together the strands of the foregoi ng di s cussi on and c a ll to attention the various conclusions
t he re in.

The intention of this stud v as st a ted at the beginning

ha s been to ra i se c ertain challenges to the whole discussion of the
nature of the transmission of traditional material in the OT especially
wit h re gard to the questi on of oral tradition.

Beginning with the

Sc andi n a vi ans and proceeding under the influence of the students of
c ompar ative literature, OT schol arship has genera l lv assum ed that
th e ma ter i a l preserved in the OT was transmit t ed, et least in the
pre-exilic per i od, for the most part in an oral manner.
of thi s stud v ha s been to question th at assumption.

The purpose

This has been

don e bv r aisin g cert ain quest i ons as to procedure in general and
bv po i ntin g to certain specific textual, archaeolo gical, and
co mpar a tive ~N E evidence.

The primary conclusion to be offered is

t hat such an as s umption of a highly devel oped and active and perhaps
pre dominant oral tradition in Israel simply cannot be supported by
the ev i de nce.

( N. B. The pr edominance of written transmission like-

wi s e c annot be conclusivelv argued, but this is for the mast part
here irre lev ant.)

The point is that the Scandinavians and the

co mpar a tive l iterature peoole have not proven their case and that
OT s cho l arshi p in gene r a l has made and accepted some unwarranted
a ssumptions.

Wh ether or not the substance of such prevalent assumptions

may be correct is besid e the point; they are not able to be demonstrated
fr om the evi dence.
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The conclusion of this study is based on a two pron ged challenge.
In the first place, regarding the use of direct internal evidence of
the OT and of comparative material from the contemporary ANE, it has
been shown th a t the Scandinavian argument for a predo minantly oral
situation in Israel simply is not adequate.

It must be asserted that

the textual evidence reflects equally the possibility of a well
developed and ac t ive written tradition even as early as Moses.

In

additi on the clim ate of the age in which Israel lives makes the widespread knowledge and use of the art o f writin g a real possibility.
Indeed it s eems much ha r der to assume its absence than its presence.
It is even harder to as s une that if it were so rea dily available that
it ~ould not be used for preserva ti on and transmission of traditional
ma terial.

Likewise the strength of Israel's institutions is suggestive

of a cle a rly defined, c onsultable form of authentication.

In addition

the distincti on between recitation and preservation has not been
properly recognized or em phasized.
on evidence of recitati on.

Much of the Uppsala case is built

Since preserva t i on and recitation are two

different things, the Scandinavian positi on has a severe weakness
right from the beginning.

The case for oral tradition built on

direct OT and ANE evidence do e s not stand.
Secondly, the c nse for or a l tradit i on ba sed on the statistical
occurrence of various universal elements of oral co mposition likewise
does not stand.

While studies in folklore and co mpar a tive literature

ha ve clearly shown that such elements are inde ed common to all oral
traditions, it does not follow that their presence is an automatic
indication ~fan oral situation.

These elements, while certainly

the tools of an oral bard when an oral situation exists, are also
stylistic devices.

/

They are the conventions, the cliches of a
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tradition.

Every tradition will have its repeated formulae, its

form ulaic systems, its common themes and descriptions, its fixed
word • airs; and anyone in th a t tradition will have access to them
and be free to use them.

This applies to the man in the street,

the song composer, the minstrel, the novelist, any of whom may be
composing or transmittin g in writing.

Text studies which seek to

analyze various pieces of tradition on the basis of the occurrence
of these elements are and can be very helpful in making clear the
stylistic qualities of a tradition, but it is hardly sufficient to
answer the question of transmission.

This conclusion may also have

implications be yond the immediate concern of the study of the OT
traditions raising questions about the approach to the study of oral
tradition in general.
It should be clear that the whole discussion of transmission in
the OT is a very complex and perh aps ultimately unresolvable one.
And the fact that its study has been hampered by confusing and unclear
use of te r minolo gy has added to the problem.

The distance of modern

scholarship from the sitz im leben of the OT tradition is great,
and the preservation of those traditions is no longer a living,
dynamic process.

Indeed the material has been rather firmly fixed

by historical tradition and by its canonic a l status for the JudeoChristian heritage.

Any attempt to get behind its fixed status to

view its development and transmissi on must also deal with the various
levels and processes of transmis s ion that took place after the material
had already been established in a written form but had not yet reached
the frozen canonical status which precluded any further tampering or
editing.

In other words, the development of the OT in its pre-exilic

stages certainly had some process(es) of transmission, but the post-
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exilic stages likewis e have a history of transmission.

To sort out

the evidence of early transmission (i.e. First Commonwealth) and
that of later transmission (i.e. Second Commonwealth) becomes a
mammoth if not impossible task.

After all, traces of both may not

only exist side by side in the same pericope, but one may even erase
the traces of anoth er.
The discussion of or 3l tradition in the OT has perhaps gone as
far as it can or should given the presuppositi ons on which it has
been based.

The various ap proaches have been pushed nearly to the

extreme and have come up wantin~.
the job they ha ve been asked to do.

They simply are inadequate to do
Indeed the plethora of literature

on the subject and the paucity of firm c onclusions therein suggest
that the entire ouestion may be ultimately unresolvable.

It is certain

that the OT tradition represents a long process of composition,
collection, compilati on, or g~nizati on, editing, transmission.

It

is also certain that this col ) ection of stories, myths, sagas, poems,
songs, sayings, n a rratives, incidents, oracles, accounts, records,
et al. ha s been pres erve r , brought together, linked together, organized
into the form known as the Old Testament according to not always so
~

very clear principles.

The process in all its intrica~ies will

probably never by est a blished to universal satisfaction.

But it is

a terribly insecure conclusion to assume the necessity of a predominantly

oral tradition in the process.

Such preservation and collection

and organizati on could equally as well have taken place on papyrus
scrolls, wax tablets, stel a e inscript i ons, and the like.
In the light of this entire discussion, it is concluded _here
that the proponents of oral tradition have not successfully demonstrated
either the presence, the importance, or the necessity of a predominantly
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or a l tra di t ion in Israel.

It is sugg e s ted th a t OT scholarship

be more c a uti ous in its assumpt i ons concernin g transmissi on in
I sr ael.
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